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ABSTRACT
ANALOG AND DIGITAL VIDEO PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
IN DEVELOPING NEW MEDIA LITERACY SKILLS
AMONG UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
SEPTEMBER 2002
MELDA N. YILDIZ, B.A., BOGAZICI UNIVERSITY
M.S., SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY
ED.D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor George E. Forman

Although media production is considered to be a time consuming, difficult, and
expensive process, educators need to integrate media production into their curriculum in
order to prepare new generations for a media-rich culture. Rather than just being
technical or peripheral, media production must be simple and central to the learning
process.
This research promotes media literacy skills/ goals through analog and digital
production techniques. This study describes and analyzes the varied reactions and
educational experiences of analog and digital video production groups.
This dissertation was based on research conducted in Hingham and Sharon,
Massachusetts and Verona, Wisconsin from the spring of 2001 through the summer of
2001. The study investigated the educational experiences of three groups of forty-eight
students who were completing their technology in education master programs. The study
«

examined how participants were affected by different media production activities.

vm

This qualitative research focused on the importance of learning new media
literacy skills through simple production techniques on a video camera versus digital
editing on computer. The participants in three different groups were asked to produce the
same technique, transition, or special effect. Their responses to the media survey,
questionnaires, media productions, interviews, as well as their midterm and final projects
were compared and evaluated.
The study described in this dissertation explored three key topics in order to
understand the educational experiences of participants: the wide range of meanings
participants associate with media education; the impact of video production activities on
participants’ understanding of media; and the ways in which they integrated media
production in their midterm and final projects.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the problem

Video production needs to be integrated into the curriculum. Media literacy and
media production are listed under content standards in some states, including
Massachusetts; others, like New Jersey, have just added Media Literacy to their core
curriculum standards. K-12 teachers now need training in the basic video production
techniques and in understanding of how to integrate media production throughout the
curriculum to enhance learning.

Significance of the study

The study describes the video production experiences of teachers who want to
integrate video production and media literacy skills in the curriculum. By engaging in
media production activities, participants experience the difficulties and unique
characteristics of media production.
To date, few scholarly studies have investigated either digital video production
in the classroom or the impact of media production on media literacy education. This
study attempts to fill the gap by outlining the natural links between education and
communication. There is no current study that approaches media education from the
point of view of adult learners.
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Teachers and future educators enrolled in Technology in Education programs
are directly affected by the issues being investigated. In addition to increasing
understanding of media literacy issues and knowledge of how to integrate media
production into the curriculum, there is a great need for classroom-based research and
guidelines on how to design media production activities in the classroom.
As an important outcome of this study, research participants benefit by
improving their own media literacy and media production skills; by gaining access to
new resources; and by developing insight into new media and technologies applicable
to the classroom.

Background of the Study

I have been teaching media literacy and video production for over seven years. I
first started teaching video production to high school students, using “analog”
camcorders and simple editing units. I also instructed students in multimedia
production, using authoring software such as HyperCard, HyperStudio, and
Macromedia Director.
Students who enrolled in the video production course assumed that they were
going to make movies, according to the surveys students that they filled out. They
always enjoyed using the camera and working for hours on the editing units to produce
their three minute documentary, public service announcement, or music video. I also
worked with educators who usually sent their students to the media center to work on
alternative projects. They quickly learned that producing even a 1-minute project could
%

easily take up hours. Although my job as a media specialist was to encourage students
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and teachers to use video in their projects, in reality, we were limited by lack of
resources and personnel and by time restrictions on the tedious process of video
production. Some who pursued their projects despite all the difficulties disappointed
their teachers with their outcome since the quality they were expecting could not be
achieved by the low-end camcorders and editing units. But we learned that the process
is much more important than the product. Students learned how to write a script, create
a storyboard to generate visuals and audio for the script, shoot a video, video tape the
visuals they needed, use the linear editing machine, edit the video, add titles and
credits, and add audio if necessary using auxiliary devices.
Although using multimedia software is often considered harder than using a
camcorder, the final product in our experience was easier to edit and manipulate.
Currently, I teach K-12 educators how to integrate video production into their
curriculum. During the course of our study, educators experiment with “digital” video
production using digital cameras and editing software called Adobe Premiere. In
contrast to my former high school students, educators are not as eager to explore new
tools and equipment. Moreover, adults who take this course want to learn how to use
video in their classroom whereas my high school students wanted to learn how to make
movies.
In my experience, whenever students -- whether adult or adolescent — work on
video production exercises, their responses to media change dramatically. "I cannot
watch TV the way I used to," wrote one student. Students’ point of view widened as
they competed the camera and digital editing exercises in the classroom.

3

As a media production teacher, I wanted to find out how the students acquired
their new points of view. Of what relative importance was learning the basic techniques
of camera production as compared to learning to create those techniques on digital
i
editing?
I have adopted and created various exercises to find out which provide the best
understanding of the cognitive and aesthetic dimensions of analog and digital media.
Teaching video production techniques, conventions, and elements on camera provides
the artistic and cognitive dimensions of the media, whereas teaching the techniques on
computer provides the technical dimension of the media. (Potter, 1998)
Kathleen Tyner (1998) agrees that video production strengthens cognitive skills.
“Although all media have great potential for production, video is particularly useful as
a starting point... video uses reading, writing, calculation, and encourages research,
collaboration, and problem solving” (p. 183).
A number of participants in my research specifically alluded to the insight that
they gained during the camera production activities. By contrast, the process of cutting
and pasting the visuals and adding audio closely resembled the editing functions of
word processing programs. Participants who worked on the camera spent more time
learning media literacy skills whereas participants on the computer worked on
mastering technical skills. Their experience supported Tyner’s opinion that, “ ...
software that allows students to use the computer for graphics, video, audio, and

' There are three stages in video production. Pre-production includes research, script
writing, storyboarding. Video taping takes place during the production stage. Video and audio
clips are edited during the post-production stage.
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multimedia production requires sophisticated and intricate skill-building... a high level
of skill is necessary even to begin production of multimedia [computer] products...”
(Tyner, 1998, p. 184).
As Renee Hobbs states in her article “The Seven Great Debates of Media
ii
Literacy Movement,” there is controversy over whether media literacy can be learned
solely by deconstructing videos or whether it is necessary for one to learn how to create
the videos. Although media production is considered a time consuming, difficult, and
expensive process, with simple production techniques educators can employ core
curriculum standards. I would argue that, rather than just being technical or peripheral,
media production must be central to the learning process. Learning through production
provides new media literacy skills. Furthermore, simple video production using
cameras — in contrast to multimedia production using computers - is easy and cost
effective.
Media production activities should be an essential component of media
education in the classroom. These activities can be designed to fulfill curriculum
objectives according to resources available in the schools. In order to be considered
literate one must be able to not only to read but also to write. A media literate person
must be able to both to decode (read) and to construct (write) media. In media literacy
education, media analysis needs to be integrated with media production.
Barry Duncan listed “A Media Literacy Menu: Ingredients for Successful
Media Studies” in an email to Mltheory listserv on January 17, 2001. He asserted that

ii

http://www.medialit.org/ReadingRoom/kevarticles/sevengreat.htm
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media production must be an integral part of a Media Literacy course. Duncan invited
teachers to explore media pedagogy by linking “analytical examples with practical
work- using camcorders, multimedia digitizing, Polaroid or digital cameras, and
creating some satirical collages.”
Video production skills influence people’s attitudes and perceptions of the
iii
media. At her Web site , Kelly Williams explains her Video Production Curriculum.
As communications media, video has a tremendous power to inform, entertain
and persuade. An awareness of the techniques used to achieve these goals
should make the student a more critical consumer of video. The basic methods
of video production are much the same as they were fifty years ago. What have
changed are the tools used, and the amount of exposure we have to video in our
daily lives. With the basic understanding gained in this course, it is hoped that
some students will be motivated to explore other areas of video production, and
learn to use new tools as they are developed, either professionally, or for
recreation.
Studying simple Video Production elements provides participants with a basic
understanding of the technology behind video as an information medium, and
the ways in which it creates a desired effect on the target audience. Upon
completion, participants will be able to demonstrate production skills and
techniques as well as answer the post-production questions.
If the educators' main goal is to showcase to students how the media
manipulates stories, they can do that with deconstruction exercises. If the goal is to
empower students who live in the media rich culture so that they feel what it is like to
be a media producer (script writer, director, camera person, audio technician), one can
ask them to create a poster for their team, write e-poetry on the internet, design a
PowerPoint presentation to showcase their research, create a cartoon strip to depict
their story, or produce an animation. Educators should pick the right equipment to
create a powerful learning atmosphere.

6

With these new technologies bombarding our schools everyday, educators
should know how to integrate them in our classrooms with ease. As Irene Starr asks
herself in evaluating their purchase, "Will we be buying an SST [SuperSonic Transport]
for the purpose of merely crossing the street?” (Zuckerman, 2001, p 301) and (I. Starr,
personal communication, September 14, 1998). Educators should pick the right
equipment to create a powerful learning atmosphere.
In my teaching experience, students felt creative and productive while they were
using the camera. Participants in one exercise entitled, “Seeing is Believing, Not!,”
created magic with a camcorder, transforming a penny into a hundred dollar bill.
Another video technique to create an elusion is to rotate the camera to videotape
someone doing a push up on the wall with one finger. The person appears to be doing
the push up on the floor.
The focus of this research is new media literacy as promoted through video
production techniques and elements. In this research, I examined video production
techniques and conventions on camera versus on computer.
After the magic video techniques exercise, participants watched the media with
another eye. Looking through the viewfinder provided a different perspective to look at
the world. With the help of simple production techniques, the participants became
better consumers of video.

iii

http://www.camas.wednet.edu/chs/netlinks/tech/video.html
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Media production projects foster various skills, make use of different learning
styles, and enrich the curriculum. A media project generates interest, research, writing a
script, storyboarding, videotaping, and group discussions.
Experiential learning, constructivist approach, hands-on instruction, problem
solving skills, project-based learning, performance-based education each have different
approaches to the theory and its applications in the classroom, therefore students’ video
projects have been used in the classroom to support a variety of learning preferences
and styles. Students not only work on constructing knowledge, but also develop skills
in interactive collaboration.

Definition of terms

Definitions of video production techniques, specific terms of the software
Adobe Premiere, and abbreviations are listed alphabetically in the Appendix 0.
“Analog” and “digital” are two imprecise terms used in this dissertation to
differentiate the computer and camera groups from each other. In certain contexts, the
term “Linear” refers to the analog video production whereas "Non-Linear" refers to the
random access capabilities for searching, recording, editing, and playing back digital
video sequences stored on the hard drive. “Digital nonlinear editing systems treat
sounds and images in much the same way that computer word processing treats text.
Just as text can be highlighted and moved or removed using computer word processing
software, so can specific files or clips of image ... be moved or removed using digital

8

nonlinear editing software. In addition, digitized images and sounds can be shaped and
filtered during the nonlinear editing process.” (Kindem & Musburger, 1997, p. 315)
Groups of the research participants are named according to the hardware they
used for the video production activities. The groups who used Adobe Premiere software
on the computer are called computer groups or CO. The groups who used camcorders
to create their video techniques are called camera groups or CA.

Table 1-1: The Comparison Chart for CA and CO Groups.
CA: Camera Group

CO: Computer Group

On video camera editing

On computer editing

Analog camera editing

Digital video editing

Used analog video camcorders and only one

Used digital editing software on computer.

digital camera.

Software called Adobe Premiere.

Linear editing

Non-linear editing

Analog Video: Non-linear video. Video that is stored as an electrical signal with
a continuous scale. Videotape and videodisc generally store analog video.
Digital video: Digital video is a new term being used in the emerging media
production industry. Capabilities include: recording, manipulating, editing, producing,
storing, and playing back videos using sophisticated hardware and software.
Adobe Premiere: A software program version 5.1. It is a non-linear editing
system.

9

Media Literacy: A working definition of Media Literacy among U.S. educators:
“Media Literacy is the ability to access, analyze, evaluate, and communicate media
messages in a variety of forms.”
This definition represents an expanded conceptualization of literacy, so that
reading, speaking, listening, writing, critical viewing, and media production are all
included under this umbrella definition. (Hart, 1998)

10

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Chapter Overview

This dissertation incorporates two bodies of literature. As the title of the
dissertation suggests, video production and media literacy are the main topics of the
dissertation.
The first, Media Education, introduces recent new media and technologies in
education, defines media literacy and media education in the U.S, and outlines the need
for media literacy in education. The second topic. Media Production in theCurriculum,
details the need for production in the curriculum and semiotics in media production.

Media Education

In her book Literacy in a Digital World: Teaching and Leamine in the Age of
Information. Katherine Tyner makes reference to some reviews of literature about the
uses of technology for learning. Beginning in 1974, Peggy Campeau published an
extensive report funded by the Council of Europe on the way media were selected for
specific learning tasks in adult education (p. 72). Campeau outlined the fact that
enormous amounts of money were being spent for the installation of expensive
equipment rather than for instructional effectiveness.
Robert Kubey and Frank Baker conducted a study on the curricular objectives,
educational goals and frameworks developed by each of the 50 states in the US. They
discovered that at least 48 state curricular frameworks contained one or more elements
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calling for some form of media education, but delivery of media education in the
United States still laged behind every other major English-speaking country in the
world. According to Kubey and Baker, “the educational establishment is still often
mystified about how to retool and retrain to educate future citizens for the new realities
of communication.” Although the Kubey-Baker report outlines unmistakable and
hopeful signs of development in the area of media education, we actually find that only
iv

a few states, for example, included media production in their framework.
Media Literacy was defined at the Aspen Institute in 1989 as “ability to access,
analyze, communicate, and produce media in a variety of forms.” Media literacy is
more than asking students to simply decode information that they experience in the
media; they must be able to talk back and produce media. As Ernest L. Boyer said: "It
is no longer enough simply to read and write. Students must also become literate in the
understanding of visual images. Our children must learn how to spot a stereotype,
isolate a social cliche, and distinguish facts from propaganda, analysis from banter, and
important news from coverage."
The role of media production in media education has been an important topic of
discussion among educators. With the help of new media and technologies, students
will have more access and power to communicate and produce their own projects,
presentations, and portfolios and share them with other students around the world.

iv
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Using video technologies activates the senses and symbolic thought, further
developing one's intellectual abilities. (Bruner, 1986) So instead of passive learners to
who read and analyze media texts and production. Potter stresses the importance of
providing media tools to students so that they can produce their own media” (Potter,
1998).
In Table 2.1, the first three columns list the key questions in media literacy
education (See Appendix N). The next two columns were added in order to explore the
four inter-related dimensions of media literacy: the cognitive, emotional, aesthetic, and
moral dimensions. W. James Potter claims that “Media Literacy is Multidimensional.”
The cognitive domain refers to mental processes and thinking. The emotional domain is
the dimension of feeling. The aesthetic domain refers to the ability to enjoy,
understand, and appreciate media content from an artistic point of view. The moral
domain refers to the ability to infer the values underlying the messages. Potter
continues.
Each of these dimensions is a continuum- persons' abilities range along each of
them. These domains can be independent of one another; for example, a person
might be high on only one and low on all others. Someone who is highly media
literate realizes that there is a synergy among the four; that is, developing to a
very high level on one usually requires significant development of the other
three. (Potter, 1998)
Camera groups experienced cognitive and emotional, as well as aesthetic
dimensions while computer groups focused mostly on the aesthetic dimension.
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Table 2-1: Key Questions in Media Literacy Education

WHO is
communicating
what, and
Why?

WHAT TYPE
of text is it?

HOW is it
produced?

MEDIA AGENCIES

Who produces
a text; roles in
production
process; media
institutions;
economics and
ideology;
intentions and
results?

MEDIA
CATEGORIES

Different
media (TV,
magazine,
Internet);
genres or
forms
(documentary,
advertising,
science fiction,
soap opera.);
other ways of
categorizing
texts; how
categorization
relates to
understanding.

MEDIA
TECHNOLOGIES

What kinds of
technologies
are available
to whom, how
to use them,
the differences
they make to
the production
processes as
well as the
final product?

Continued Next Page
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Cognitive

Who created
the message?
Who is the
author?
Who makes
money from
this message?

Cognitive
Aesthetics

What
techniques
are used to
draw
audience
attention?
Aesthetics
Cognitive

What
techniques
are used to
enhance the
authority or
authenticity
of this
message?

Table 2-1: Continued

HOW do we
know what it
means?

WHO receives
it, and what
sense do they
make of it?

How does it
PRESENT its
subject?

MEDIA
LANGUAGES

How the
media produce
meanings;
codes, and
conventions;
narrative
structures.

MEDIA AUDIENCES

How
audiences are
identified,
constructed,
addressed and
reached; how
audiences
find, choose,
consume and
respond to
texts.

MEDIA
REPRESENTATIONS

The relation
between media
texts and
actual places,
people, events,
ideas;
stereotyping
and its
consequences.

Aesthetics

Emotional

How might
different
people
interpret this
message
differently?

Moral

What values,
lifestyles, and
points of
view are
represented?

The new technologies in our classroom bring new challenges. As Brunner and
Tally point out.
Kids spent eighty percent of their time working on the ‘look and feel’ of the
product rather than on the content... The media literacy focus on the
relationship between form and content, between shape and substance, provides
opportunities to let students come up with genuinely creative representations of
their knowledge rather than primarily with demonstrating their technical
expertise. (Brunner and Tally, 1999, p. 166)
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Just as writing an essay requires some brainstorming, draft writing and so on,
non-print media production requires a pre-production stage. Pre-production refers to
the stage of story boarding and script writing. Production in any form or in any way is
powerful in education. In this research, I stress the importance of the pre-production
stage in producing a final product and emphasize integrating media literacy concepts
into the media production process.
When computers are used, the time spent in pre-production shrinks; learning the
software and dealing with the hardware problems take over class time. That is very
discouraging for teachers who are not technologically oriented. Therefore from a
deconstructionist perspective, media production is a waste of time in reaching Media
Literacy goals.
Although the schools are getting new educational materials, Schouten and
Watling list the reasons why inclusion of video production in the curriculum is still
challenged and (media) production is regarded as time consuming. There is still lack of:
equipment, technical knowledge about how to use the equipment, support services,
interest, time allocated in the schedule (Schouten & Watling, 1999).
In addition to hardware and software problems and equipment needs, inflexible
scheduling in the school creates difficulty for media production. It may require some
restructuring in the production part of the project. “Child-created video is often resisted
by teachers. They feel that there is no time for it after all the other demands on the
curriculum are met, but a closer look shows that video tape production need not
compete with other activities” (LeBaron,, 1981).
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Brunner and Tally (1999) focused on two conditions which must be met if
production is to be successfully integrated into the curriculum: “ ... the ability to
purchase supplies (such as batteries or cables) on a short notice, and freedom to leave
the school building with students and equipment” ( p. 74).
Hart’s research uncovered further issues. He found that video cameras were
considered unreliable because digital production is still in its infancy. Furthermore,
teachers of all ages are still much more comfortable with books than with computers
and new technologies; they fear that the new media and technologies “waste time.” Hart
concluded that need for teachers’ professional development includes video production.
“Teachers frequently expressed a need for much more ‘hands-on’ experience with
computers and video equipment. Training might focus on specific programs and on
editing skills” (Hart, 1998).
On the other hand, Adams and Hamm (2000) encourage not only the production
but also the analysis component of media education. They emphasize the importance of
creating personal meaning from the visual and verbal symbols and of being able to
produce in the media culture, (p. 32)
Digital or analog, the goal is to provide not only instruction but also access to
the media production tools so that the students can experience the media from the
producer’s point of view. Adams and Hamm (2000) continue “The basic idea [behind
video production] is by constructing visual communications... students could develop
an understanding of media conventions by creating with the tools of the trade (p. 35).
Brunner and Tally (1999) argue the importance of exploring the challenges in
media production such as learning the medium’s language, evalauting the suitability of
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the medium to the material, and identifying the target audience for the product, (p. 5)
They say, “Some media such as video, are highly collaborative in nature. Others, such
as hypertext, are less so” (p. 13). Brunner and Tally (1999) emphasize the fact that each
medium has its own conventions. Each medium - Linear or Nonlinear - has its own
unique strengths and limitations. Students and teachers now must master new authoring
skills in a nonlinear environment in order to interpret and represent knowledge.
Like pencil or paper, analog and digital cameras, computers, and editing
machines are tools for teaching and learning. Video encourages students to look beyond
their school walls to the human and institutional resources of their outlying
communities. It offers unique possibilities for retrieving, organizing, and reporting
information; for self-criticism; for integrating school subjects; for combining a variety
of communications media; for artistic expression; for the displays of children’s work;
and for purposeful peer collaboration. Through its capacity for instant replay, video can
contribute to children’s self-understanding and to human relations skills, and through
Pre-Production, it enhances the achievement of language arts goals such as reading,
writing, and research.
Educators have been looking for an objective way to evaluate and assess
projects that students create in non-print forms. Teachers may be so impressed by
aesthetic considerations or what they perceive as the technical challenges posed by a
non-print project that they ignore the question of content. They need to keep their
fundamental objectives in mind in order to help students successfully complete a non¬
print production.
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The medium should not be the message. If the goal is to prepare new
generations for the media rich culture they live in, educators need to focus on learning
how to identify the message and the audience rather than concentrating on the technical
aspects of video production, I am primarily interested in the thought proces that takes
place during the storyboaring and scripting writing part of the pre-production stage, 1
agree with Williams and Medoff ( 1997) that production should be focused “,,, away
from technical expertise and toward the message and its interpretation” (p, 235),

Media Production

On Camera Editing Vs. Non-Linear Digital Editing

In New Technologies for Education (pp, 80-81), Ann E, Barron and Gary W,
Orwing outline the differences between Analog and Digital video,
•

•

•

It is difficult to represent the full array of nature’s shades and colors with
discrete digital data. Most computer screens are limited to a specific number of
colors,
Digital images and sounds take up an enormous amount of computer storage
space. To keep the size of the computer files reasonable, images and sounds are
often recorded at a reduced quality level,
Data transfer rates (the speed with which the information can display on the
screen) of large digital data files make it difficult to display full motion video at
the normal rate of 30 frames per second on a computer screen,
Kindem and Musburger “Digital editing systems make editing and revising a

film or video as simple and quick as operating a computer word processor,” They
continue,
A common cliche is that digital editing is the equivalent of word processing and
desktop publishing for audio, film, and video post production. The analogy
holds for many aspects of editing that are shared by word processing and
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various digital editing software programs. For example, most word processing
software allows a writer to cut, copy, paste, and delete words, paragraphs, and
pages of text. Digital editing affords an editor similar flexibility in terms of
instantaneously changing the order and duration of sound and images. For
example, clips of video or audio information can be cut, trimmed, copied,
pasted, inserted, and deleted along a time line. (Kindem & Musburger, 1997)

V

Table 2-2: Characteristics of Nonlinear vs. Linear Video Editing

On Camera Editing / Analog

Non-linear Editing / Digital

Capabilities
of the
medium

Cannot do everything
Bug-free

Overwhelming, too many gadgets
Programs may be corrupted and bugs
can be generated.

Learning
Curve

Intuitive

Takes considerable time to learn

Focuses on the process

Focuses on the product

Spends more time on learning the
subject

Spends more time on learning the
software

Camcorders, videotapes for
videotaping

Digital cameras, scanners, video
card, computer, digital editing
software, and RAM
Rendering of effects, transitions
(diminished on more powerful and
expensive real-time systems)

Learner

Requires

TV monitor for viewing videos
Art materials, scissors, paper.
Vaseline, etc

Continued Next Page

V

Adopted from http://desktoDvideo.about.com/
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Table 2-2: Continued

On Camera Editing / Analog

Non-linear Editing / Digital

Main Idea/
Theme/
Order of the
project

Stays almost the same

Changes frequently

Storyboard

On camera editing requires a good
storyboard that outlines every detail.

On computer editing does not require
as much preliminary logging and
planning.

Requires videotape

Storage

Videotapes hold two or more hours
of footage
One V2 inch VHS holds the
equivalent of 12.6 GB hard drive
space.

Requires large storage space to save
and bandwidth to transmit
Digital videos require costly hard
drives

Challenging- forgetting to insert one
shot requires editing from the
beginning.
Very easy: any shot can be inserted at
any time.

Changes require redo.

Editing

Some shots can be lost because
camcorder may roll back a few
seconds during the animation or the
cameraperson may not provide
enough intervals between each shot
and the camera may record over the
previous shot.

Continued Next Page
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Changes are easy to make.
Every shot can be stored separately
and can be used whenever needed.

Table 2-2: Continued

On Camera Editing / Analog

Non-linear Editing / Digital

Non-linear
Linear
Editing continues throughout the
process.

Process of
editing

Traditional video editing, using
tapes, is linear- edits must be done in
sequence.
Does not require an extra step. Once
the video is ready, it is a final
product.
No need to find segments. Creates
segments while shooting in order

If the computer is down, editing
stops.
Digital editing on computer can be
non-linear- edits can be done and
arranged in any order. Students can
revise their work easily, as they
would with word-processing.
Requires the digitizing or capturing
step (even with the DV format,
material still has to be transferred
into the hard drive)
Finding segments is very easy

No generation loss since everything
will be done on camera

End Product

Quality of
editing

Analog videos lose their quality
when copied onto new videotape.
Generation loss occurs when a
videotaped is copied fom a copy.

Essentially no generation loss
(beyond the initial compression
process in digitizing).
Digital videos can be reproduced
without a generation loss.

Videotape can be digitized into
computer.

Digital video file can be transferred
onto videotape.

Size of the videos will be longer than
computer groups.

Size of the videos will be short.

Fuzzy shots, static, and long duration
of shots occur.

Pixelation of pictures, jumpy pictures
due to compression occur.
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Video Production in the classroom

NETS (National Educational Technology Standards) and many State
Curriculum Standards emphasize the need for multimedia production in the curriculum.
The NETS standards, Wisconsin Model Academic Standards,- and Massachusetts
Curriculum Frameworks are included in Appendix P. Schools in the US either already
have a few digital cameras or have been recently purchasing digital cameras. During a
recent national educational computing conference, educators debated the accessibility
of these new tools. Due to the high expense of the digital cameras, some argued that
only teachers or students who were supervised by adults should use the cameras.
In past years, this argument has been used to limit access to new technologies
such as Vi inch video cameras. Now the digital cameras are stored in schools’ closets,
waiting to be used for educational purposes. The cameras should be put in students’
hands, used to introduce and teach specific skills and activities. Looking through the
camera lenses, students will develop a different point of view on the world. Their
digital photos and videos can be integrated into posters, newsletters, slideshows, and
web pages.
Teachers should use video for a variety of reasons. Video production brings
energy, multiple perspectives, and enthusiasm into the classroom. It provides a
meaningful learning experience for all students. Different learning styles demand the
use of a variety of ways — other than essays — to present classroom projects. KQED s
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vi

web site

lists the the following benefits of using video in the classroom. A teacher

can:
•

provide a common experience for all students.

•

generate interest and stimulate imagination.

•

offer a different perspective on or another approach to a topic.

•

connect students with faraway places.

•

demonstrate abstract ideas.

•

stimulate the development of critical thinking skills.

•

equalize educational opportunities.

•

enhance self-respect and break down social stereotypes.

•

promote critical viewing skills and media awareness.

http://www.kQed.or2/ednet/mediasocietv/videoclassroom/whv.htrnl
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Table 2-3: Adapted from the “Video in the Classroom: Video Virtues”
Advantages

Challenges

It is HIGHLY MOTIVATIONAL.
It induces TRANSPARENT LEARNING.
It encourages COOPERATIVE LEARNING; everybody works as
part of a production crew.
It helps develop LEADERSHIP SKILLS because each participant
is responsible for overseeing his or her area of the production.
It teaches STUDY SKILLS in that students research the content
for their videos and subsequently digest the information through
script writing and visualization.
It creates an INTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL because
students take the video's story and camera into their own hands.
It teaches MEDIA LITERACY because participants learn about
how camera techniques influence viewers.

The instructor needs to
have BASIC
KNOWLEDGE OF VIDEO
PRODUCTION.
Good equipment is
EXPENSIVE.
Video production is TIME
INTENSIVE.
Sometimes there is
EQUIPMENT FAILURE.
Video production requires
MUCH PLANNING.
It can, at times, create
CHAOS in the classroom.

It WIDENS THE CIRCLES OF REFERENCE because
participants need to communicate and work with each other; they
also connect and interact with their community because they often
have to search beyond the classroom for resources.
It tends to induce IMPROVED SELF-ESTEEM by providing
participants with a recognized medium for broadcasting their
views and ideas.
It encourages PROCESS THINKING because video production
requires extensive planning.

Semiotics Of Media

Just like film and TV, the Internet does not have one set rule of grammar. There
are, however, defined rules of usage and syntax. Each media technique, because of its
nature, imposes certain limitations. For instance, the use of close ups can be effective in
character portrayal but is less suited to battle scenes.

vii

...
/-LI
http://www.kqed.org/ednet/mediasocietv/videoclassroom/virtues.html
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Here are some examples to represent the "grammar" of television as far as shots,
camera works, and editing techniques are concerned. (Berger, 1982)

Signifier (shot)

Definition

What is Signified

Close-up

Face only

Intimacy

Medium shot

Most of the body

Personal relationship

Long shot

Setting and characters

Context, scope, public distance

Full shot

Full body of person

Social relationship

Pan down

Camera looks down

Power, authority

Pan up

Camera looks up

Smallness, weakness

Zoom in

Camera moves in

Observation, focus

Fade in

Image appears on blank screen

Beginning

Fade out

Image screen goes blank

Ending

Cut

Switch from one image to another

Simultaneity, excitement

Wipe

Image wiped off screen

Imposed conclusion

Linguistic grammar includes the study and description of words, their relationship to
each other, their arrangement into sentences, and the syntactic rules of language. The
grammar of film and video production is based on linguistic grammar and may be
defined as “The study and description of shots, the editing (match cuts) of these shots
with each other, their arrangement into scenes and episodes, and the syntactic rules of
film and video such as the camera angles, lighting techniques, use of color and so on”
(Berger, 1982, p. 6).
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH DESIGN

Research questions

The following research questions served as a guide in the analysis of the data,
and were integrated into the survey and questionnaire.

1. AUDIENCE—What are the participants’ personal experiences in the area of
production during their education? Are there common experiences and
factors affecting their lives and academic work?
2. PROBLEMS—Do they share common problems in the area of media
production? Do common themes emerge when those problems and their
possible solutions are discussed?
3. SUGGESTIONS-What suggestions do students make in order to improve
learning about media through production?
4. MEDIA LfTERACY-What is media literacy? What does it mean to be a
media literate person living in a media rich culture? Do common categories
or themes emerge when participants discuss learning experiences?
5. PRODUCTION STYLES-How do different media production approaches
affect media literacy education? Which medium (analog or digital) provides
better understanding of media?
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6. DESIGN- What type of course or workshop design will be most effective in
teaching media literacy through media production? How can the most useful
student feedback be elicited?
7. MEDIUM—To what extent is the medium the message? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of each medium (camera, computer) in media
education?

Methodology

The qualitative research process was used to investigate participants’
experiences in the area of media production. Methodology included analysis of the
media survey, questionnaires, electronic journals in online discussion forum, field notes
derived from on-site classroom observations, video production exercises, and midterm
and final projects.

Course Activities and Instruments

Before the course, participants received an electronic media survey (Appendix
B) to fill out. The survey was designed to determine participants’ interest, background
and experience in media education and media production.
The course syllabus (Appendix M) included specially designed activities in;
•

Media Literacy Tree Exercise (Appendix B)

•

Production Values (Appendix I)
«

•

Commercial Analysis (Appendix D)
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•

News Analysis and Different Perspectives (Appendix K)

•

Violence on Media (Appendix L)

•

E-Joumals

•

Midterm Group Projects (Appendix CD)

•

Final Individual Projects

Most of the participants mentioned the power of the language and grammar
exercise, which was presented in the first part of the course (Commercial AnalysisApeendix D). It was introduction to language and grammar of media. The students
learned the basic media production techniques and conventions in this exercise.
Some of these activities were used for the research study. All of the materials
(consent form, survey, questionnaires, and other related information) were provided to
the participants. Through these activities and exercises, participants were exposed to
various elements, techniques, and conventions of media. Participants’ responses to
these activities were recorded as field notes after each class day. They were organized
under themes and topics and listed in a spreadsheet document to facilitate analysis of
participants’ responses. Class exercises and projects, and research instruments were
also studied.
One such class exercise was called the Media Literacy Tree. This activity was
designed to explore the definition of media literacy at the beginning of the course. In
their groups, participants discussed what constitutes the leaf, the fruit, the trunk, the
branch, or the root of media literacy. Participants filled in the boxes provided next to
the tree picture by defining what the parts of the tree represent in discussing media
literacy. (Scott, 2001)
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Groups of twos and threes worked together to search for the definition of
“media literacy.” At the end of the course, participants were asked to redefine “media
literacy” in the questionnaire. Their answers were analyzed to ascertain how much their
definition of media literacy changed after the video production activities
During the data analysis, it was difficult to establish measures that were reliable,
valid, and that fit authentically with the course being presented. It was much easier to
measure factual knowledge than it was to measure critical thinking skills and
understanding of media techniques and conventions. In order to gain better
understanding of the research questions, observation of group discussions during the
class activities and reflection papers after each weekend - in addition to electronic
journals and online discussion —were included in the study.

To continue discussions online, a Blackboard.com course account was provided
to each participant in the camera group in Sharon, MA and the computer group in
Verona, WI. It was used as a platform to post participants’ e-joumals and homework
assignments, to share ideas, and to generate questions and ideas. Electronic mail
correspondence among the class members and with the instructor were also employed
as content analysis materials. Participants’ homework, midterm and final projects were
studied as an archival and secondary research material.
What I was really looking for was not changes in knowledge so much as
sustained changes in response to the media in general. It was impossible to measure
anything not sustained ina-pre and post environment. Therefore, I designed a
questionnaire to assess the effectiveness of media literacy training to measure the

participants’ understanding of key media literacy skills. The questionnaire served two
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a.dditiona.1 purposes, it offered students the opportunity to reflect on the activities and
exercises and it teased out the differences between the CO and CA groups. The
questionnaire contained 23 open-ended questions. I also administered a follow up
assessment, a week after the class, requesting participants to explain changes they

made in their responses to media that resulted from the specific exercises in the course.
Additionally, I evaluated the extent to which these participants were "media
literate" as per the Massachusetts Curriculum Framework and Wisconsin Model
Academic Standard applied to K-12 students. (Appendix P) My “Video as Educational
Technology” course includes two media strands modeled on the Massachusetts
Curriculum Framework: Analysis of Media and Media Production.

Video Production Activity: The Core of the Research

In this activity, participants were asked to create ten different video production
techniques (Appendix G). These ten techniques were selected for the “magic” video
exercise because they could be applied on the camera as well as on the computer.
First these techniques were presented to the participants. Due to the limited
number of camcorders and computers, and the diffferent class sizes, participants
formed groups of twos and threes to produce their “magic” videos. Participants tried to
integrate the techniques into their project as much as possible in a 3-4 hour time slot.
Camera group (CA) produced their video project as an On-camera Editing
activity, a linear process. Computer group (CO) did theirs as an On-computer Editing
«

activity, non-linear process. As their first weekend activity, CA group worked on the
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\idco production using \idco cameras w hile CO group worked on digital video
production using non-linear editing softw are on computer.
CO groups did not practice basic video production skills. Therefore, a library' of
ready-made pictures, video clips, sound clips, graphics, and animations, compiled from
various resources, was provided on a CD for their ‘'magic” video exercise. The
participants also dowTiloaded some ammations, sound clips, pictures, and graphics
from the Internet: and they were allowed to use the analog and digital cameras to
acquire additional footage as necessarv. Tw o computer stations with video cards were
set up for digitizing their extra clips from an analog camera or a VCR to the computer.
However, due to techmcal difficulties we could not use these stations until the second
weekend, at which time only one digitizing station worked properly. To reduce the
difficulties, to give equal time for creating the same techniques, CO participants were
encouraged to use the resources provided on the burned CD as much as possible.
Participants were also encouraged to digitize analog videos by turning them into
computer files using an audio and video computer capturing board. The digital
computer files were viewed and selected by each CO group and manipulated by Adobe
Premiere software using PC computers. This program allowed the groups to place audio
and video clips sequentially in the timeline. First, audio and video clips, and graphics
were imported into the project window. Then, all the clips were placed in the timeline.
Students used the razor tool to trim audio and video clips; inserted titles and graphics;
moved or removed audio and video clips on the timeline; added filters, motion,
transitions, and various special effects; superimposed pictures or graphics over other
images; matched music, voice over, or sound effects with the visuals; and altered the
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volume of the audio clips by moving the volume points up or down on the timeline.
Images appeared as series of still frames on the timeline, while sound clips were
represented as continuous sound waves; high peaks represented loud sounds and rapid
fluctuations indicated high frequency sounds.
CA groups spent time learning how to use the camcorder during the first
weekend whereas CO groups spent time learning how to use the digital editing
software. CA used camcorders for producing their video. CO used the digital editing
software Adobe Premiere.
Table 3-2 outlines the three stages of video production for CO and CA groups,
are edited during the post-production stage.

Table 3-1: Stages of Production
Stages

CA

CO

Research/ Writing a script/

Writing a script/ Storyboarding

Storyboarding

based on the video footage provided

Video taping/ On camera editing

Selecting/ viewing the videos

Pre-Production

Production

1j
On camera editing/ Re-Taping

Post-Production

Editing on the computer
video and audio clips if necessary/

As Kindem and Musburger (1997) said, “Every edit made using a digital
nonlinear software program is usually a virtual edit... each clip is usually stored
separately outside the timeline window” (p. 357). The concept of virtual editing was
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i

j

difficult for most participants to understand. When they moved their clips into the
project window, they assumed that the files were moved into their project. In reality,
they were virtually connected, actual files were still in their original folder, and the
project window had only links to those files.
During the second weekend, both groups worked on their midterm projects
using non-linear editing software called Adobe Premiere in order to produce their
Public Service Announcement (PSA) or commercial. The minimum required length for
PSA’s was 30 seconds; the maximum, 3 minutes. Although I originally intended to
teach camera skills to the CO group during the second weekend, they did not have a
chance to work with the cameras for the following reasons. First, we did not have
cameras to practice. Furthermore, participants had already brought their materials for
the video projects and they did not need to video tape extra shots. Finally, some of the
camera techniques had already been discussed in class and some participants had
worked on camera techniques at home by themselves.

Course Objectives and Outline

“Video as Educational Technology’’ was a 3 credit course which met for at total
of 42 hours. Participants spent 1 hour on learning video production techniques using
camera or computer. Three to four hours were devoted to the “magic’’ exercises.
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Table 3-2: Outline of the Activities
Activities

Camera groups

Computer groups

First Weekend

I

Introduction to the study/ Fill out

Introduction to the study/ Fill out

the consent form.

the consent form.

n

Definition of Media Literacy In

Media Literacy

groups of two or three, participants

Metaphor

fill in the media literacy tree.

Definition of Media Literacy

m
Commercial

Elements of Media Exercise

Elements of Media Exercise

Production Notes by Simon Jason

Production Notes by Simon Jason

Analysis
Basic Production Skills
Hands-on introduction to creating
various visual effects.

Introduction to the basic functions

Camcorder will be attached to a

of the software (Adobe Premiere);

video monitor and showcase the

how to import and edit pictures,

basic camera skills such as how to

sound, and graphics.

IV
Presentation

to identify the parts of the camera,
to hold the camera, turn on/off the
camera, and zoom in/out.

i
1

Intermediate Camcorder Skills
Learn the shots, and how to create

V Hands-on

Shots (close-up, medium shot, long

Practice

shot), framed vs. unframed shot,

tricks (transitions, motion, etc.)
tilt/pan/dolly, fade in/out)

Continued Next Page
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Table 3-2: Continued

Let's create magic with camera

Let's create magic with computer

exercise. Participants work on ten

exercise. Participants work on ten

camera techniques.

video techniques.

Pre-Production: Script, Storyboard

Pre-Production: Script, Storyboard

VI
“Magic”
Exercise

Edit the video segments using

VII

Videotape the tricks in groups of

Production

two or three

Adobe Premiere software in groups
of two or three

VIII
Re-shoot the tricks if necessary

Edit the techniques if necessary

Participants;

Participants;

•

•

Post- Production

discuss the video with the

discuss the video with the

instructor, responding to

instructor, responding to

IX

questions about the creative

questions about the creative

Response to

process

process

“Magic”

•

Exercise

showcase video projects with
other participants.

•

showcase video projects with
other participants.

respond to each other’s work
using a worksheet

X

•

•

respond to each other’s work
using a worksheet

(Appendix H)

(Appendix H)

Production Values Exercise:

Production Values Exercise:

Theodore the Tugboat

Theodore the Tugboat

(Appendix I)

(Appendix I)

Continued Next Page
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Table 3-2: Continued

Second Weekend

Work on Midterm Project (PSA or

Work on Midterm Project (PSA or

commercial) in groups to produce a

commercial) in groups to produce a

30 sec to 3 min public service

30 sec to 3 min public service

announcement using digital editing

announcement using digital editing

software.

software.

XII

News Analysis

News Analysis

XIII

Violence in Media

Violence in Media

Reflections, responses to the

Reflections, responses to the

questionnaire

questionnaire

XI

XIV

Goals for this course are listed below. The participants in CO and CA groups will be
able to:
•

Examine, analyze, and differentiate various camera movements, techniques,
transitions, and special effects in video production

•

Develop skills in critically analyzing video messages

•

Define literacy in an information age

•

Examine the process of using video/audio production skills as classroom tools

•

Produce selected video production techniques
The analysis of media production elements in the “magic” exercise has three

predicted outcomes:
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•

Through this exercise, participants understand how production elements are
utilized to construct meaning in media presentations.

•

Working with various production elements helps students to identify messages
and themes within a media text.

•

This exercise can increase an individual’s awareness of the ways in which
production elements affect him/her personally, as well as the wider audience.

Course Objectives for Camera Groups
Students will;
•

operate a camcorder

•

use digital editing software

•

explain the techniques used in the electronic media for different aesthetic and
rhetorical purposes

•

storyboard and create a group project utilizing ten video production techniques
with a controlling idea, and appropriate consideration of audience, purpose, and
medium

Course Outline for Computer Group
Students will;
•

use digital editing software

•

explain the techniques used in electronic media for different aesthetic and
rhetorical purposes
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•

storyboard and create a group project utilizing ten video production techniques
with a controlling idea, and appropriate consideration of audience, purpose, and
medium

Selection of the Participants

•

Participants in the study were teachers or future educators who were working on
their Masters Degree in Technology in Education Program in the School of Education
at Lesley University. The participants were invited to join the study because of their
demonstrated interest in taking “Video as Educational Technology,” a three credit
elective course. These groups of educators had never had a chance to explore their
schools’ video production equipment; they might not even have used their camcorders
beyond videotaping their home movies or students’ activities in school.
Although the criterion for participation was a self-identification as an educator,
two students who participated in the research were not working directly in the
classroom. One was currently looking for a job in education and the other one was
working as a help desk analyst. Other participants were teachers in public and private
schools at various grade levels. Because the participation was voluntary, one student
did not sign the concent form. There were originally 50 students in the study; 49 signed
the consent form. Another student had to be excluded because her partner was the one
who did not want to participate in this study. The total number of participants,
therefore, was 48.
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The decision to study educators in this program was made primarily for two
reasons. First, participants were specifically interested in new media and technologies
because they chose the Technology in Education Program for their Masters Degree. The
second reason was to explore the impact of first time video production activities on the
acquisition of media literacy skills.
I assumed the participants had been reading about and discussing the role of
media in their lives. They were asked to videotape a home video prior to this course,
but they had probably never worked on a media production project which discussed the
language and grammar of media in isolation, or learned the basic media production
techniques, elements or conventions.

Research Setting

The research took place during the course called '‘Video as Educational
Technology.” The course was taught and the study was conducted in Hingham and
Sharon, Massachusetts and in Verona, Wisconsin. Lesley University offers the Masters
of Education Technology in Education Program in three different settings: on campus,
at off campus sites in Massachusetts, and at sites in most of the other 49 states.
Massachusetts groups were considered regional off campus whereas the Wisconsin
group was national off campus. Participants lived in nearby towns but the instructor
traveled to the various sites nationwide.
Each site was contracted from the local schools. The first site was an elementary
«

school; the other two sites were high schools. Every setting had access to extra
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classroorns, a. library, or a work area in addition to the computer lab. Camera groups
also used various settings for their videos: a coffee shop, a pet store, a playground, and
a restaurant.
The students in the computer groups primarily used the computer lab. The
computer labs were equipped with computers with digital editing software called
Adobe Premiere, a digitizing station for analog to digital, VCRs, a few digital still
cameras, and one 8 mm camcorder.
Camera groups were provided the use of four Vi inch VHS camcorders, four
tripods, and one 8 mm video camera, and some participants brought their camcorders
for video production exercises to the class.
While all the first camera group participants stayed in the school for their video
production exercises, most of the second camera groups decided to shoot outside of the
classroom due to the different weather conditions. The first camera group met during
the spring; the other one met during the summer.
For hardware, there were enough computers for each student. In the computer
lab, there was a digitizing station with a video card named Pinnacle Systems DC30
PRO. This station was used to convert analog videos (videos from camcorders, video

tapes) into digital format.
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Table 3-3: Three sites used for the research and their specifications.
Speciflcations

Camera Group 1

Camera Group 2

Computer Group

Location

Hingham, MA

Sharon, MA

Verona, WI

School Setting

Elementary School

High School

High School

25 Macintosh

22 Macintosh

22 PC computers

computers

computers

One with data

One with data

One with data

projector

projector

projector

A digitizing station

Meeting/ Work

Library with TV/VCR

Classroom with

Area

Additional Classrooms

TV/VCR

Equipment for

Four Vz inch VMS

Four V2 inch VHS

20 PC computers with

the “Magic”

camcorders with 4

camcorders with 4

128 MB RAM with

Exercise

tripods

tripods

Internet access, and

Computer Lab

Library with TV/VCR

network capabilities

Provided:
One digital camera,

One 8mm camera, and

Participants

one Vz inch VHS

brought:

camcorder and one

Two 8mm cameras

one Vz inch VHS
camera

8 mm camera
Coffee shop, pet store,
Library, additional
kitchen, fast food

Locations used for classrooms, hallways,
restaurant, school track Computer lab

video exercises

computer lab, school
area, school office
playground
area, parking lot

Timeline

April 6-8, 2001

June 15-17, 2001

June 1-3, 2001

May 11-13,2001

July 13-15, 2001

June 29, 30- July 1,2001
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Two members of one CO group brought a Macintosh computer from home after
the PC computer they used malfunctioned. They also used 1-movie software instead of
Adobe Premiere software for their midterm project.

Ethical Considerations

The most important consideration in the study was to respect the privacy of
those who participated in the work by their willingness to be observed and interviewed.
Securing and maintaining their anonymity and confidentiality were of the highest
importance. The research was conducted openly. Covert research would have violated
the rights of those being studied. I followed the standard procedures in obtaining a
consent form from each of the participants. 1 included a letter describing the
participants’ role in the process, and the ways in which the data would be shared
(Appendix A). I made sure that all participants had been informed properly about the
nature of the research. In order to protect participants from any harm and ensure their
rights of privacy, pseudonyms were used throughout the study.

Limitations / Researcher^s Interest

A primary limitation of this study is that only a small number of participants
were studied in depth. In addition, the setting and the equipment for each group were
varied. Consequently, no generalization can be made about the work of all participants.
In addition, the findings of this study reflect only the perspective of K-12 educators.
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Another limitation is the choice of video and audio clips. In order to maintain
consistency among participants, they were given the same techniques to create; but the
camcorders and computer software had their own unique characteristics. Participants in
CA groups created their own videos and audios for their “magic” exercise. However,
CO groups were given a CD with audio and video clips, pictures, and animations to
choose for their project.
Finally, the size of the groups ranged from two to three. The variation in group
size generated interesting responses from the individual group members. While
participants in CA groups of two expressed a need for the third person, CO groups with
three group members mentioned the difficulties with grouping.
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CHAPTER 4
PROFILES OF PARTICIPANTS

Participants

Prior to the study, participants filled out an electronic survey about their
background and experience in media education and media production. Survey data
indicated that the participants watched TV regularly and discussed the role of media in
their lives. A few had read books and articles about the subject of media literacy and
had produced a multimedia project or videotaped a home video prior to this course, but
they had never worked on a media production project which discussed the language
and grammar of media in isolation. Nor had they learned the basic media production
techniques, elements or conventions.
There were two reasons to work with K-12 educators in this study. First,
participants were specifically interested in new media and technologies because they
chose the Technology in Education program for their masters. The second reason was
to explore the impact of first time media production activities on the acquisition of
media literacy skills by K-12 educators who had no prior formal video production
experience.
Even though the background of the participants was quite different,- their
purpose in taking "Video as Educational Technology” was an important factor in their
selection for the study. This course was an elective in the Technology in Education
program and it was usually scheduled only after students had completed the required
courses.
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Forthy-nine students at three different locations participated in the study. Two
camera groups located in Massachusetts totaling 29 students; 11 in group one, 17 in the
other group. The third group was a computer group of 20 students located in
Wisconsin.

Participants in Each Location

20

-

18161412

-

1086

-

4 2^
u^

On Computer

On Camera

□ Sharon, MA

0

17

■ Hingham, MA

0

11

20

0

□ Verona, Wl

^

Figure 4-1; The number of participants in each location

There was a total of 19 groups: 8 CO and 11 CA groups. Eight CO groups
located in Verona (Madison), Wisconsin worked on computers to create the video
techniques. Four CO groups contained 3 members each; the other 4 CO groups
numbered 2 people each. Of the 11 CA groups, 5 met in Hingham, MA and 6 in
Sharon, MA. Six of the CA groups included 3 members each; there were 2 members in
each of the remaining 5 groups, as graphed in Figure 4-2.
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Number of Participants in
Camera (CA) and Computer (CO) groups

Figure 4-2: Number of Group Members in Each Group

Teaching Experience

In the questionnaire, the participants were asked how long they had been
teaching their subject. As Figures 4-3 and 4-4 show, teaching experience among the
participants varied and ranged from no experience to almost 30 years.
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Teaching Experience

Figure 4-3: Teaching experience in bar chart

Teaching Experience

Not a teacher

New Teacher
36%

Experience +
X
10 years
\
35%

□ Experience + 10 years
■ Teacher 5-10
□ New Teacher
□ Not a teacher

Teacher 5-10
27%

Figure 4-4: Teaching Experience in Pie Chart

Teaching Subject and Grade Level

Although the criterion for participation was a self-identification as an educator,
two students who participated in the research were not working directly in the
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classroom. One was currently looking for a job in education and the other one was
working as a help desk analyst.

Grade Levels

Not in
Education

4%
Elementary/
Kindergarden

□ Not in Education

Varied
22%

40%

□ Varied
□ High School

-^

High School
14%

Middle School
20%

□ Middle School
■ Elementary/
Kindergarden

Figure 4-5: Distribution of grade levels among participants.

All of the participants except for one were K-12 educators teaching subjects

(

!

ranging from English to Physical Education.
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13
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Spanish t

12
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Business
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Figure 4-6: Participants’ Subject Areas

Gender Ratio

In each group, there were more females than males. In Figure 4-7, 29 %
participants were male and 71 %.female.

Figure 4-7: The gender distribution for the all participants
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Figure 4-8, gender distribution in each group indicates the difference between
male to female ratios in each group.

Gender Distribution in Each Group
(A
C

14

15
12

n
a.

10
(0

■8

8

-

Q.

<l>

n

E

3

0

Madison, Wl

□ male

8

□ female

12

Sharon, MA

Hingham, MA

14

8

□ male □ female

Figure 4-8: Gender Distribution

Integrating Media into the curriculum

As Brunner and Tally said, “Typically video production is not used as an
adjunct to the in-depth classroom and community based learning about a vital topic”
(Brunner and Tally, 1999, p. 70). The participants’ responses in this study support
Brunner and Tally’s claim.
Students received a media survey through email one month before the course
began. Forty-six out of 49 students responded to the media survey. As represented in
Figure 4.9, three out of 49 participants in this study used video cameras for
documenting school events. In addition to print media — books, magazines, newspapers
— participants’ responses indicated varied integration of non-print media in their
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classroom. Almost 50 percent of the participants show videos, movies, or news clips
related to their topic. Almost 40 percent of the participants use multimedia productions
such as HyperStudio or PowerPoint.

Question 2:
How do you integrate media in your curriculum?
Show Video/ Movie -24-

-25-

-

28

21

Multimedia
-1

36

Internet
J

Audio/ CD

8

□ Integrate

1

□ Not Integrate

5^-

Not integrated/ Undecided

"
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Videotape Student Performance
Student Produce Video

-w

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Percentage

Figure 4-9: Teachers’ responses to Question 2 in Reflection WJ Questionnaire

Teachers in the group used video mainly for showing movies and videos related
to the course content for delivering PowerPoint presentations. Twenty-four participants
used video to show videos, movies, or news clips related to their subject area. The
second largest use of video in the curriculum was to insert video clips in multimedia
presentations such as PowerPoint and to use educational software and games in
addition to word processing and spreadsheet programs. There were only three
participants (two of them technology teachers) who integrated video production in
small portions of the curriculum. Lynn said, “so my students learn to use video cameras
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and non-linear editing. I also use linear editing machines, but probably not for long.
My students study TV conunercials, then make one of their own.”

Expectation of the Course

Figure 4-10: Course Expectations
Among 49 participants, there were only three students who had a background in
video/ film production and they were all in CA groups. These three participants were
also media/ technology specialists in their schools. The rest of the group had never used
video cameras other than to make home movies or video tape students’ performances.
The majority of participants said they took this course to learn how to integrate
video production into their curriculum. According to the students media survey results.
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25 out of 46 participants expected to leam how to integrate video production into the
curriculum. Twenty-four out of 46 participants enrolled in the course to leam the
technical aspects of video production, how to digitize a movie and edit on the
computer. Some participants had more than one expectation. The other reasons listed:
learning to integrate video in multimedia presentations and especially on the Internet,
learning video production techniques, learning how to select, evaluate, and buy cost
effective video production hardware and software.
Members of the second MA camera group were taking this course out of
sequence. Usually this course comes toward the end of their program, after they
complete a multimedia production course. For this reason, some participants in the
Sharon group were upset at the beginning and not interested in taking this course. They
said that scheduling problems forced them to enroll.
According to the media survey, most of the participants did not know the
meaning of media literacy. Six of them had never heard this term before. Only eight
gave clear definitions. Such as “Media Literacy is to understand the construction,
production, and motivation behind the development of media pieces.” One student
defined Media Literacy as follows: “To understand the new world out there. How to
leam the new methods of communication. How to interpret, analyze, construct any
form of media.” Another student wrote, “How to manipulate the latest hardware and
software.” A third belived that media literacy meant “knowing how to break down
certain media pieces.” In class discussions, while we were defining Media Literacy, one
interesting definition was “Media Literacy is about knowing what’s on TV. Like
sitcoms, Seinfield.” This student had no TV in her home.
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CHAPTER 5
DATA ANALYSIS

Analysis of “Magic” Exercises

Computer groups (CO) and Camera Groups (CA) were given 10 video
production techniques to produce in their video magic activity. During the data
analysis, these 10 techniques were grouped under eight categories. For each technique,
two or three hypotheses and predictions were generated.
Their videos were each viewed and analyzed based on these hypotheses and
predictions. CA groups’ projects were on videotapes, and CO groups’ projects were on
computer files. If the groups produced and integrated the techniques into their video,
they received “1” as a score for each technique. If they did not integrate the techniques,
they received “0” as a score. All their responses were put in a spreadsheet program as
seen in Figure 5-1.
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Ready

Figure 5-1: Spreadsheet Data Analysis Sample View

Figure 5-2 is a graph for eight techniques based on participants’ video
production activities. It shows which groups integrated these techniques for their
“magic” exercise activity. Figure 5-2 shows that five out of eight Camera Groups (CA)
completed all of the techniques. Computer groups (CO) completed 6 out of 8
techniques, only the animation technique proven problematic.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Using Camera Lens-Zoom in/zoom out and Close up
Shaky Camera- Rotate the Scene and Change Orientation
Cut and Jump cut
Transitions-Swish pan and Soft wipe—Match action/ color/ shape/ texture by
focus/ defocus and fade to black.
Special Effect- Filter/ Blur
Special Effect- Key hole- Adding Credits, Title, Graphics and Text
Voice Over/ Music
Animation
_____
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Both CA and CO integrated 100 of techniques 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7. CO groups also
integrated 100 % of technique 2. CO and CA groups integrated more than 80 % of
technique 5; CA groups achieved comperable results in technique 2 and 8, whereas CO
group proved notably less successful in integrating technique 8.

Percentages of Techniques accomplished by Camera and
Computer Groups

120

--

100 \~T
0)
O)

80 ^

(C

0)

o

60 V
!

0)

Q.

40 +20
0 - -11

1-^

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

□ %CA

100

90.909

100

100

90.909

100

100

81.818

□ % CO

100

100

100

100

87.5

100

100

62.5

Techniques

Figure 5-2: Percentages of Techniques

When the CO and CA groups were compared for their responses to each
technique, the percentages looked similar as shown in Figure 5-4. While technique
numbers 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 showed the same result, differences occurred for the
techniques 2, 5 and 8.
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Although there were some common results in generating these eight techniques,
the hypothesis and predictions for each technique presented unique characteristics and
learning experiences for each group.
Through this exercise, participants were expected to explore how production
elements are utilized to construct meaning in media presentations. Working with
various production elements helps to identify messages and themes within a media text.
This exercise can increase an individual’s awareness of the ways in which production
elements affect participants personally, as well as the wider audience.

Technique/ Hypothesis 1- Close Up- Zoom In/ Out

Table 5-1: CLOSE UP- ZOOM IN/ OUT
Signifier

Zoom in

Signified

Observation, focus

Definition: Zoom in or zooming means using the lens to magnify the
object pictured without moving the camera.

Camera (CA)
Technique

How: By either moving the optical lens ring in front of the camera (Turn
the zoom ring or slider button on the camera) or pushing the zoom button
which has a T (Tide), W (Wide) or (+), (-) signs, it can bring the image
closer or farther. Pushing the button for T (tide) brings the images closer.
1
1

Note: The speed or the duration is based on the finger movement of the
cameraperson. Holds the possibility that one could pan or tilt the camera
while zooming.

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-1: Continued

Definition: Zoom lets you enlarge or decrease the size of a clip at a
specific point on the movement path.
How: By adjusting the zoom level using the tractor tread slider control or
by typing in a value between 0 percent and 500 percent.
Speed of the zoom can easily be set on the delay function by sliding the
tractor tread slider control. Delay causes a clip to pause for an amount of
time on the movement path. To set a delay, use the tractor tread slider. A
blue bar appears on the timeline, indicating the length of the delay. A
percentage value for the delay (relative to the total clip duration) appears
next to the slider.
Computer
(CO)
Technique

This technique achieves smooth motion when zooming by speeding up or
slowing down movement where necessary. If the clip's motion is zooming
from small to large, select Accelerate. If the clip's motion is zooming
from large to small, select Decelerate.
Note: The speed and duration is based on numerical markers that are
controlled in the Video Motion window.
Zoom in creates similar effect with the camera. On the other hand, zoom
out function creates white edges around the original image.
Digital editing software makes it easy for the CO groups to integrate
various other techniques into the zoom in and out technique such as
superimposing another image over the original image or integrating
transitions or fade in and out to the image.

Signifier

Zoom out

Signified

Losing interest, importance

Definition: Zoom out means using the lens to move the shot/ object
farther away without moving the camera.
Camera (CA)
Technique

How: By pushing the W (wide) button which sends the images farther.
Note: The speed or the duration is based on the finger movement of the
cameraperson.

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-1: Continued

Note: The speed and duration is based on numerical markers that are
controlled in the Video Motion window.
Computer
(CO)
Technique

Software cannot create the same effect as the camera. While zooming out
the image gets farther away, and shows white background. The digital
editing software eliminates the possibility for panning as you zoom out
unless the video clip is given from a wide-angle shot.

1
Signifier

Close up

Signified

Intimacy, closeness, interest
Lets viewers see one thing in detail. Good for showing emotion,
reactions, and for identifying the main character(s) in a scene.
Beginning shot with an abstract close up: A real attention catcher that
forces people to try to figure out what they are looking at.

Camera (CA)
Technique

Definition: A shot where the camera is fairly tight on the subject. When
subject is a human, the close-up usually means from the shoulders up,
with the face filling the screen.
How: By selecting Camera Shots (Long Shot, medium, close-up, extreme
close-up) and by either moving the optical lens ring in front of the camera
(Turn the zoom ring or slider button on the camera) or pushing the zoom
button which has a T (Tide) button.
Camera groups control the close-up. They record the close- up of an
image, turn off the camera, select another image, and record another close
up.

How: First, zoom in to the subject: then position the image to fit the
screen. It is important to overlap the beginning and the end of the shot to
position the image steady: otherwise, it may turn into a zoom in shot.
Computer
(CO)
Technique

Sometimes, the distort function under the video motion needs to be used
to fit the image to the screen (visible area). The quality of the image may
decrease when distorted. Using distortion and motion can create zoom
effect.
1

It is harder to create the close-up on the computer. First the image needs
to be distorted to fit the image to the computer screen.

_1
Continued Next Page
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Table 5-1: Continued

Assumptions/
Hypothesis

Examples

Computer Group

Camera Group

CO groups integrate zoom
function with rotation and
duration.

CA group participants integrate
zooming with panning and tilting.

CO groups prefer “zoom in”
function to “zoom out” because
while zooming out image gets
farther away, and shows white
background. Groups learn how to
zoom in or distort the image to fit
into the screen. In order to fit into
the screen, they change points on
the distort image window area or
increase the percentages of the
zoom function under the motion
setting window.

Camera groups use zoom in and
out frequently especially if they are
first time camera users. Such
inexperienced users are called
“zoom happy.”
Participants differentiate between
zoom and dolly. While using the
camera, the participants may detect
the difference between the zoom in
and out using the camera lens with
dolly in and out using the tripod or
the movement of the body.

CO groups may integrate close-up,
zoom in and out with various
techniques such as superimposing
over images, fade in and out,
transitions, etc.

CA groups may combine Cuts and
Close-up with zoom in. They may
integrate zoom in and out and
close up while doing an animation
technique as well.

To get closer to the object or person in order to see details.
A zoom shot differs from a dolly shot in that a dolly shot alters
special perspective by actually changing the special positioning of
objects within the frame. During a zoom shot the apparent distance
between objects appears to change because objects are enlarged or
contracted in size at different rates. During a zoom in objects appear
to get closer together, while during the zoom out they seem to get
farther apart. (Kindem & Musburger, 1997)
Zoom in to give a sense of beginning a story, a start. It can be used to
indicate entering or leaving a particular place.
Zoom out from an interesting close-up of an object to show the details of
the object. Zoom in or show close-up of different objects, shapes, and
textures to show the audience a new perspective on that object.
j
When somebody finishes a monolog, camera may zoom out gradually to
|
give a sense of conclusion.^

j
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Table 5-2: Results of CO and CA groups
#of
groups

CO%

#of
groups

CA%

Close up- Zoom in/ out

8

100

11

100

Integrate zoom function with rotation and
duration.

5

63

-

N/A

Integrate zooming with panning and tilting.

1

13

10

Integrate zoom and close-up function with
various techniques such as superimposing over
other pictures.

6

75

-

N/A

Integrate zoom and close-up function with fade
in and out.

2

25

8

73

Combine various cuts, animation with Closeup and zoom in/ out.

0

0

8

73

Learn how to zoom out or distort the image to
fit into the screen.

6

75

-

N/A

Participants differentiate between zoom and
dolly.

-

N/A

3

27

Zoom Happy

-

N/A

2

18

Results
1

1a

1b

Technique

■

91

1c

Id

Computer and Camera groups both used the zoom in and out in their video
project, but almost no sign of close-up in either group. As in one of the camera groups,
zoom in/ out function was used as a subjective camera. The zoom in/ out was
videotaped from the dog’s perspective. When the dog saw the fire hydrant, its eyes
zoomed in and out.
As seen in Figure 5-3, a couple of computer groups created the zoom effect by
using distortion under the video motion settings. Three different distortion points were
selected. When the image moved from one point to another, it looked as if the original
still image was being zoomed in or out.
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Figure 5-3: Using distortion to create zoom effect

In Table 5-2, la shows that the CO groups integrated rotation and duration
while creating their zoom in and out technique while CA groups integrated panning and
tilting. Adding rotation, duration, or distortion while zooming in and out of an object
is just a matter of changing the numbers on the computer; however, on the camera, it is
almost impossible to add rotation while trying to zoom in and out of the object.
One of the CO groups in Figure 5-4 integrated zoom with rotation. Their zoom
percentages are 173, 166, 139, and 100, and the rotation points are 29, -28, 2, 0
degrees.
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Figure 5-4: Zoom and Rotation on timeline
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Although I expected to see higher percentages among CO groups integrating
rotation and duration while zooming in and out on the computer, CA groups performed
better in terms of adding other camera techniques such as panning and tilting. Of 11
camera groups, 10 integrated pan or tilt while zooming in and out whereas only one CO
group worked on zoom and motion left to right (like panning)..
In Table 5-2, lb shows that both groups integrated various functions depending
on the capabilities of the medium they used. On the digital editing software it is easy to
add various techniques such as superimposing, fade in/out; also, it is easy to combine
cuts, transitions, special effects, and animation. Superimposing another picture cannot
be done on the camera except that superimposing text or graphics such as keyhole is
possible. As CA groups attempted to put plastic over the lenses and put Vaseline over
the plastic to generate a blur effect, camera groups could have written text over a
transparency sheet and held the sheet over the camera lens to imitate superimposing
text.
As it is shown in Figure 5-5, superimposing on the digital editing software is
simple. The example is a combination of Zoom (189 %), superimposing two pictures
one at the beginning of the main image and one at the end (transparency setting. Alpha
channel-peel) and finally adding fade in at the beginning and fade out at the end of the
clip. In order to fade in and out, the clip has to be placed on video 2 channel on the
timeline window and move red lines up and down.

Figure 5-5: Example of zoom, fade in/out, and superimposing pictures
Continued Next Page
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Figure 5-5 Continued
Timeline window: On video 2 channel the fade in/out effect is integrated by creating points under the
picture and moving the lines up and down. Also, on video 2 channel the image is superimposed over two
different pictures using alpha channel option and peel option selection under transparency settings.
Transparency Settings
-Matte

.:?i

-Color
Choose... 1

Key type:

[Alpha Channel

^

1“ Reverse Key
1“ Drop Shadow
F Mask Only
Smoothing:

OK

[None

Cancel

Transparency Setting Window under Clip>video.

Depending on the nature of the video magic or the capability of the medium, the
groups integrated various techniques. In lb, almost 75 % of both camera and computer
groups integrated additional techniques. In computer groups, superimposing over a
picture was popular, they also integrated fade in and out which was a matter of clicking
on points and changing the red lines in various directions. For camera groups, it was
easy to integrate cuts (usually jump cuts). Cut simply means “instantaneous change
from one shot to another.” Jump cut means “An instantaneous video transition between
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two scenes that have identical subjects in slightly different screen locations. Makes
subject appear to jump within the screen”'^^.
Computer groups preferred “zoom in” function instead of “zoom out” more
often because while zooming out the image gets farther away, and shows white
background. CO groups learned how to zoom out or distort the'image to

fit

into the

screen. Because of the rectangle shape of the video shot, while rotating the image or
video clip, some clips had white comers. Some CO groups change distorted image to

fit

into the window area or increased the percentages of zoom function under the motion
setting window to eliminate this problem. Among eight CO groups, six used zoom in
(increasing the percentages) of the zoom function under the motion setting window or
distorted the image to

fit

into the screen.

Sometimes the quality of the image decreased when the image was distorted. On
the other hand, camera groups used both zoom in and out without any constraints of the
image having white comers. While using the camera, the participants detected the
difference between the zoom in and out using the camera lens, and the dolly in and out
using the tripod or the movement of the body. 27 % of the camera groups (3 out of 11)
seemed to detect the difference between zoom and dolly in their video production
project. Before they looked at each other’s video clips, participants used the camera
lens just to practice what was asked of them in the exercise. While viewing groups’
projects in class, they wished they had more time to go back and redo some of the
mistakes they had made in their videos. Some clearly indicated that they could have
%

viii

http://www.videomaker.com/scripts/gloss.ctm
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done better, if they had had a chance to practice with the camera prior to the '"magic”
exercise. Before their video production exercise, participants were introduced to a
concept called zoom happy for first time camera users. Only two camera groups used
the camera lenses to bring the images closer or farther frequently, but in general video
exercises did not indicate an over use of zoom.

Technique/ Hypothesis 2- Shaky Camera- Rotate Scene- Orientation

Table 5-3: SHAKY CAMERA- ROTATE THE SCENE- ORIENTATION
Signifier

Shaky Camera

Signified

Used to create the illusion of unstable ground

Camera (CA)
Technique

Definition: Camera is rotated in different directions by the cameraperson.
How: Cameraperson actually shakes the camera as he/she is filming. In
this method, the motion path is not represented in advance of the effect.
The method of shaking the camera is one and the same as shaking the
body, therefore the cameraperson "relates" to the shaky scene with the
same aura as one relates to shaking the body. Thus the shaky image is
"understood" as the result of a shaky viewer.

Computer
(CO)
Technique

How: First, the image needs to be distorted and enlarged to cover the
viewing area to prevent white comers. Then, motion points needs to be
created for shaky camera effect.
Note: the shake depends on the motion points. Zoom/ rotation/ delay can
be added to enhance the movement because all of these functions are listed
under clip>video motions menu option.
In order to preview, computer groups may render the video clips using
different motion points on the larger screen by using Adobe Premiere. In
this method, the motion path is planned and can actually be seen before
the "shaky scene" is rendered. In this method, the shaking is not "from the
body" but it is indeed the image that is shaken, just as one shakes a
cocktail shaker. Therefore, the shaking image can be "framed" as the
objects in the scene moving.

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-3: Continued

Signifier

Rotate the Scene/ Orientation

SigniHed

Changes perspective, head spinning, dizziness
Definition: Camera rotates different directions (Upside down, 45 degree,
90 degree) by the cameraperson.

Camera (CA)
Technique

Computer (CO)
Technique

How: The hand held camera is simply rotated through x degrees and
positions as the participant films the scene. The participant may think
about how fast or slow he/she wants the rotation to happen, but this has
to be "controlled" throughout the duration of the rotation.
How: The participant takes the video clip and electronically changes the
orientation by typing in the degrees of rotation from 0-360 degrees.
First, he/she may need to use distortion and then rotate the image to add
video motion. If the image is a moving image, rotation starts at the
beginning of the shot and continues at the same time interval until the
rotation is completed.
Note: Image loses its quality during distortion. Try to enlarge the image to
fit into the view area to prevent the white comers.

Assumptions/
Hypothesis

Computer Group

Camera Group

Once the number is selected, the
speed is automatically controlled.
The video clip is submitted to a
process rotation through x degrees.
This is done by setting numbers
that specify the beginning and end
points (orientation from upright)
and the speed of rotation. The
Computer group allows far more
variation in types of rotation than
does the Camera group.

Less variation and integration of
the rotation technique. Participants
in CA groups will have a hard time
rotating the camera through 360
degrees. The hands will get all
tangled up. Camera groups will
usually hold the camera at 90
degrees off the vertical so that
things that ordinarily would be
straight up are filmed in the
horizontal orientation.

Continue Next Page
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Table 5-3: Continued

Computer Group

Camera Group

Computer groups will treat the
shake as "objective camera." The
Computer groups create a mindset
that the scene is rotated because
the object (such as the bow of a
boat on tumultuous sea) has
changed orientation.
Assumptions/
Hypothesis

Computer group feel less empathy
and the participant does not
"identify" with the new orientation,
that is, does not feel the blood rush
to the head, etc.

CO groups may integrate various
techniques such as keyhole/ ripple
effect/ superimposing/ filter while
changing the orientation of the
image.

Continue Next Page
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Camera groups will treat the shake
as "subjective camera." The
Camera groups create a mindset
that the scene is rotated because
the viewer has changed the tilt of
his/her hand, i.e. lying down on a
bed.
Camera groups feel the weight of
the camera as "off vertical." One
might even tilt his/her head to
make the shot except that new
camcorders with large color
finders help the cameraperson film
the image more easily than the old
camcorders with a tiny black and
white viewfinder.
The cameraperson empathizes with
the subject being filmed if he/ she
is rotating his/her head or
changing his/her orientation. In
other words, the person doing a
push up on the wall appears to be
doing a push up on the floor.
It is harder, almost impossible, to
add various techniques while
rotating the camera. Camera
groups will already have hard time
keeping the image in the frame
while trying a different orientation.

Table 5-3: Continued

Rotation: Once the camera rotated, a person doing push ups on the wall
looks like a person doing push ups on the floor.
Walking on the ceiling or on the walls
Someone walking on his/her hands

Example

Orientation: Head spinning effect
Whirling dervish perspective
MTV shots for music videos.
Shaky camera effect: Earthquake effect
Looking through the window of a car
Walking with a camera on a rough ground.
A big object hits the wall.
Somebody hits his head against a wall.
A camera point of view shot of a drunken person.

Table 5-4: Results of CO and CA groups
#Of
#Of
CA%
CO%
groups
groups

Results

Technique

2

Shaky Camera- Rotate the Scene- Orientation

8

100

10

91

Rotating the camera

8

100

6

55

Shaky camera

1

13

6

55

Treat the shake/ rotation as "objective camera"

8

100

7

64

Treat the shake/ rotation as "subjective camera"

0

0

6

55

Integrate rotation/ shake with delay/ zoom/
distortion

6

75

-

N/A

Integrate with other techniques- fade, keyhole,
superimposing, pan, tilt, filter, etc.

7

88

2

18

2a

2b

2c

On camera, the object is stationary, the camera moves to create the shaky
camera effect, and it looks as if the object is moving. On computer, the object moves
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up and down through the set points and it seems as if the orientation of the object
moves up and down to create the shaky camera effect.

On the picture above, is the object (apple) moving up and down or is the
orientation of the shot being changed? Depending on where the object stands, the
viewer’s response will vary. If the background has one solid calor such as white as
shown above, it is hard to detect the orientation. If the background moves with the
object, that is shaky camera effect. If the object moves while the background stays the
same, that is animation technique.
As seen in Table 5-4, Computer groups created 100 % of the Shaky CameraRotate the Scene- Orientation technique and Camera Groups 91 percent. Only one CA

group did not integrate this technique. Although it was very hard to rotate the heavy
camcorders, CA groups integrated shaky camera (55%) and rotation effect (55 %) as
much as they could. Only 4 out of 11 groups had lightweight easy to use camcorders;
others used four heavy weight Vz inch VHS camcorders for their video projects.
In 2a, rotation was the popular technique among CO groups. All the computer
groups integrated rotation technique into their projects. However, only one CO group
tried the shaky camera effect on the computer. The attempt was not successful because
the image moved up and down, showed a white background, did not create a shaky
camera effect. On the digital editing software, participants randomly selected degrees
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and points for the rotation technique and tested the clip over and over. Instead of
making decisions about the speed or degree, they previewed the clip several times and
edited the speed of the clip and rotation points and degrees.
The CA groups generated less variation in types of rotation than the CO groups.
6 out 11 CA groups integrated the rotation technique into their projects and another
group of 6 integrated the shaky camera effect. Among 11 camera groups, three groups
created both rotation and shaky camera effect, three only did shaky camera, and another
three only did rotation technique. Only three CA groups successfully integrated the
rotation technique into the video “magic” exercise. It seems as if the camera groups
added rotation technique because it was listed as a requirement of this exercise. One
group integrated the rotation and shaky camera effect in their earthquake effect. The
other group rotated the camera 360 degrees when one group member was reading a
story through the playground equipment. And the third group rotated the camera 180
degrees (upside down) and threw two balls on the floor back and forth. This created an
effect as if the balls were rolling on the ceiling. The other three groups just rotated the
camera 45 degrees or just turned the camera upside down to get a still shot of objects or
puppets.
In assumption 2b, CO groups treated the rotation and shake as "objective
camera." The scene was rotated because the object had changed orientation. For
instance, one of the CO groups rotated an image of a baby for 360 degrees with 35 %
delay. After the baby image, the screen read “I want to be a skier” and the skier video
was inserted. As seen in Figure 5-6 with series of screen captures, the CO group chose
to rotate this still baby image to give a sense of excitement to the sequence.
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In Figure 5-7, one of the CO groups rotated the image 365-degrees continuously
and superimposed a rotating candle picture over the hand picture. Student in the group
said, “We did the overlap of the burning candle and writing notes to show simultaneous
feelings.” They tried to show the time passing by while teachers work hard. They
added, “We tried to get the metaphor of the candle transitioned to the actuality of the
teacher working so the viewer would not miss the message.”
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It is very interesting that almost all the Computer groups that used the rotation
tried to rotate 360 degrees or more. By contrast, the Camera groups had a hard time
rotating the camera physically. Among 11 Camera groups, 6 tried to integrate the shaky
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camera effect into their project. Camera groups treated the camera shake and rotation as
subjective camera, a mindset that the scene is rotated because the viewer has changed
the tilt of his/her head. CA participants felt the weight of the camera as "off vertical."
The participants even tilted their heads to make the shot. Thus the students using the
camera in some manner "empathized" with the subject being filmed.
In one CA video titled “Rat Boy,” one person read a story of “Rat Boy” while
the other one taped the reader from different angles. The reader paused and asked a
question: “Do you know what a stitch is?” The camera person answered the question by
moving the camera left and right to signify “no” instead of answering verbally.

Technique/ Hypothesis 3- Cut/ Jump Cut

Table 5-5: CUT/ JUMP CUT

j Signifier
1 Signified

Cut/ Jump Cut
Create mood, passage of time
Jump Cut A generally distracting movement caused when tape is edited
together and people or objects on the camera move slightly. Usually cut
away shot used to disguise a jump up.

Camera (CA)
Technique

Cut An instantaneous change from one picture to another. Edit a series of
‘still frames’ and shots in sequence to create mood or show passage of time.
The shots have to be edited on the camera while shooting. This technique
requires good planning. After each shot, the camera has to be turned off to
prepare the camera for the next shot and turn on to continue recording.

Computer
groups on
Premiere

The cuts can be easily edited on a ‘timeline’ on the software by using the
razor tool to specify the shot to be trimmed.

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-5: Continued

j Camera Group

Computer Group
CO groups concentrate on order and
the design of the shots

Assumptions/
Hypothesis

CA group may combine cut/jump cut
with matching actions exercise.

CO groups focus on editing the shots
and discuss how the shots should be
together one after another.
CA concentrates on storyline.
Depending on the target audience the
shots may change.
Cuts can be used in animating
objects. Both groups integrate
animation with cuts.

Example

j

CA groups animate objects to create
cut/jump cut technique.
[

Make objects and people disappear
Billiard balls all roll into holes with one move.
People jump over high buildings.
Basketball shot from a long distance

Table 5-6: Results of CO and CA groups
#of
groups

CO%

#of
groups

CA%

Cut/jump cut

8

100

11

100

3a

Combine cut/jump cut with Matching
actions exercise.

1

13

9

82

3b

Combine with animation

4

50

10

91

8

100

9

82

3c

Concentrate on editing, putting shots in
sequence.
Concentrates on storyline.

5

63

8.
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Results
3

Technique

Both camera and computer groups integrated the Cut/ Jump Cut technique into
their video projects. The differences occurred in subcategories. Computer groups edited
the still pictures, videos and sound clips into their project to create moods or passage of
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time while Camera groups integrated cut/jump cut technique with matching action and
object exercise. While CO groups just cut and pasted the clips, CA groups integrated

cut/ jump cut activity to connect to an action or object. One CA group cut from a foot
wearing a sport shoe to a foot with a roller blade.
]n 3b, however, there is a difference in integrating cuts/jump cuts with
animation technique. 10 out of 11 CA groups but only half of the CO groups combined

cuts with their animation.
In 3c, all of the CO groups focused on editing the shots in sequence as expected.
For instance, the CO group called “babies” integrated the techniques into their video
project. The project was based on the question “what do you want to be when you grow
up?” After every baby shot, pictures of professionals were placed.
Participants in CA groups focused more on the storyline. They also used their
storyboard more carefully. After the video production experience, some CA participants
emphasized the importance of detailed storyboarding and some integrated the idea of
storyboarding into their lesson plans. 8 out of 11 CA groups stayed close to the
storyboard that they originally wrote whereas CO groups storyboarded as they worked
on their project. Successful projects in each group were those that had a theme or topic.
They were more creative when the group had a common idea or theme. For instance,
one of the CA groups chose “feet” as their central topic. They integrated all the
techniques into various shots of different feet.
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Technique/ Hypothesis 4- Transitions-Swish Pan/ Soft Wipe and Matching Action/
Color/ Texture/ Shape by Focus/ Defocus and Fade

Table 5-7: TRANSITIONS-SWISH PAN/ SOFT WIPE/ MATCH ACTION/ COLOR/
TEXTURE/ SHAPE BY FOCUS/DEFOCUS & FADE

Signifier

Swish pan

Use to create flashbacks. Go left to go back in time, go right to go to
future.
May be accompanied by up-tempo music to accelerate the sense of
action and movement rather than creating a pause. (Kindem &
Musburger, 1997)
Signified

Swish tilt up to create a mood to think about an idea.
Swish tilt down to create a curtain down effect.
Movement directed upward often is a positive sign (something going to
heaven or outer space) Movement directed downward often is a negative
sign (crashes or fights) or signals defeat (Silverblatt, 1995).

Camera (CA)
Technique

Transition from one shot to another. Creates a quick time change in the
story.
“A rapid movement of the camera on the tripod swivel or panning head
causes a blurring of the image, which can be used as a swish pan transition
from one scene to another” (Kindem & Musburger, 1997, p. 122).
At the end of a scene the camera is panned away from the subject so
quickly that all you see is a blur. The next scene can start with the same
technique.
How: Image Pan Filter

Computer
(CO)
Technique

The Image Pan filter pans across images larger than the output frame size.
You can easily create rolling credits, or simulate the pan and zoom
movements of a camera. You can also use the Image Pan filter to scale an
image up or down to match the output frame size.

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-7: Continued

Signifier

Soft wipe

Signified

Left to right may imply opening a book. Top to down suggests a curtain
effect. One image or shot is gradually replaced on the screen by another.

Camera (CA)
Technique

This effect is created by moving an object with a straight edge away from
the front of the camera lenses. If done vertically it can suggest a rising or
falling curtain.

Computer
(CO)
Technique

How: Transition Wipe can be created by selecting Windows and selecting
Transitions and select the “Wipe” transition. Then the percentage can be
selected
Wipe can be left to right or right to left or top to bottom or bottom to up.
Easy to add a border color around the shot.
Moves from one image to another.

Signifier

Match action/ Match color/ shape/ texture

Signified

Match action, color, shape, and texture to connect scenes.
'

Camera (CA)
Technique

Can be edited by finding matching color, shape, texture or action. For
instance, while someone is walking on the street on the first shot and then
on the second shot continues with another person walks at the same
direction.
i

Computer
(CO)
Technique

Can be easily edited together on the timeline by choosing the right shots.
i

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-7: Continued

Signifier

Focus/ Defocus
Dream, Blur vision.

Signified

Camera (CA)
Technique

This is a common transitional device. When used at the beginning of a
shot, the scene usually begins as a blur. At the end of a scene the subject
slowly goes out of focus. A series of these devices can be used in a row to
imply the eye cannot focus due to lack of vision or dream.

How: CA groups look through the viewfinder to set the level of blur. Since
creating a right focus level will be hard on CA, they learn to make
judgments with their fingers, but CO groups rely on computer to achieve
the result.
Defocus: Roll the focus ring of a lens so that the image is out of focus.
Depends on how much the cameraperson reacts to the focus ring.
How: by using the Camera Blur Filter. CO groups set the blur level easily
on the software.

Computer
(CO)
Technique

The Camera Blur Filter simulates an unfocused camera lens. It provides a
means for creating an extreme blur effect. By applying the effect to either
the starting or ending frame of a clip, you can simulate the image going in
or out of focus.
Participants can select different start and end points to create the transition
from one shot to another.
Shot one: camera blur selection starts 0% and increases to 80 %
Shot two: start 80% blur and decreases to 0% (clear image)

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-7: Continued

Signifier

Fade to black-fade up from black

SigniHed

When used in the middle of a program it usually suggests the passage of
time.
“A fade, like a curtain on the stage, can be used to mark the beginning and
at the end of a performance and to separate acts or scenes”(Kindem &
Musburger, 1997, p. 120).

Camera (CA)
Technique

Computer
(CO)
Technique

1

How: By pushing the fade button on the camera.
Depends on the cameraperson who may want to start either the scene with
black and fade in or to fade out the scene with black.

How: Fade in/out if the video is placed on S channel and the control panel
at the bottom is adjusted. By adjusting the red line on the control panel,
fade effect can be generated. The density can be adjusted in the control
panel of Adobe Premiere software.

Computer Group

Camera Group

CO groups integrate other effects to
their swish pan/ soft wipe
transition.

CA groups may change swish pan
to swish tilt.
-

Assumptions/
Hypothesis

Transitions are easier to create on
the computer than on the camera.
CO groups have a tendency to add
transitions to their projects because
it is easy to do even though their
original storyboard does not
include transition. CO groups may
overdo the transitions, using a
number of the choices given in the
software. Sometimes they choose
another transition not because it is
actually fits to the situation, but
because it looks more interesting.

Continued Next Page
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CA groups use each transition
sparingly not only because it is
difficult but also because this
transition is probably not in their
storyboard. CA groups may be
more conservative about adding
extra transitions since the technique
requires so much attention.

Table 5-7: Continued

Computer Group

Camera Group

CO can easily change the order if it
is not working.
CO groups have no trouble setting
exact points to start fading and
setting the blur level easily on the
software.
CO groupa may combine fade in
technique with blur filter.

CA groups need to have planned
carefully otherwise they need to
shoot the video again.
It is hard to adjust fade and blur
before the action starts or ends.
They need to look through the
viewfinder to set the level of blur.
Participants in CA groups may find
other ways to create fade such as
subject walking away from/into the
camera. This technique used to
begin or end a scene and creates the
effect of video black.

Assumptions/H
ypothesis

Both groups may use the fade function not only for transition but also for a
special effect.
While fading on the camera, CA groups may need to learn to fade their
sound while fading the shot. On computers, CO groups can easy go to the
audio channel and fade the volume.
Matching shots are quite difficult for both of the groups. It gives CO
groups a sense of open video. CO groups may feel that they will never
finish their project.
Match action can turn into a jump cut if the camera stays steady with the
background. If the background changes with the action, the shot turns into
a jump cut.
Transition requires creativity because transitioning from two objects,
colors, shapes, or textures may be challenging. Groups may integrate color
with a texture or a shape.

Example for
Swish pan/ Soft
wipe with
integration of other
effects.

Use any object in front of the lens to hide the image, and next move the
object to the opposite direction in order to get into a new shot.
Use the soft wipe as closing or opening a curtain.
Follow the shots of somebody walking towards left. Every time the person
leaves the shot with a wipe transition, it indicates a long walk with only a
number of different shots.

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-7: Continued

Show somebody walking left, turns into someone else and continues to
walk toward left.
Make things disappear. One shot you see someone with a glass of water, in
the next shot the water disappears, next the glass, and finally the person.
Female subject becomes male or vice versa.
A hand with a penny closes; when it opens, it holds a dollar bill.
Orange blurs and becomes a ball.
Example for
Match by focus/
defocus or fade to
black.

Participants may create a transition from similar shapes such as orange to
apple. Orange blurs and when it focuses again it becomes apple.
Create blur between same colors, orange ball to orange fruit.
Object gets close to the camera: the camera blurs and when it refocuses,
the original object has turned into something else.
Use fade in to start the scene, fade out to end the scene.
Somebody who is blind starts seeing the world.
The lights go out gradually.

Table 5-8: Results of CO and CA groups
Results

Technique

#of
groups

CO%

#of
groups

CA%

4

Transition

8

100

11

100

Transitions-Swish pan

6

75

5

46

Soft wipe from left/ right or up/ down

1

13

6

55

Transition- Match by focus/ defocus or by fade
in/out

6

75

9

82

Overdo the transition since it is easy— use a
different transition besides the ones listed in the
exercise.

5

63

1

9

More conservative to add extra transitions not
only because it requires so much attention but
also it is not in their storyboard

3

38

10

91

No trouble creating defocus and fade.

5

63

6

55

4a

4b

4c

4d
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As expected, both groups used various transition techniques 100 percent in their
projects. Although it is harder to create transitions in camera editing, camera groups
integrated transitions as much as computer groups.
Of 11 CA groups, six did both swish pan and soft wipe. Five only used swish
pan and six did only soft wipe. All CA groups did swish pan and six did soft wipe.
All CO groups used at least one of the transitions. Six did swish pan; only one
group worked on soft wipe and swish pan in their project. In addition, six out of eight
CO groups integrated other transitions such as Match by focus/defocus or by fade
in/out.

In 4c, among eight CO groups, five groups worked on more than two transitions
in addition to the original transition technique listed. Only one CA group created four
different transitions because this group alone had a camera which created digital
effects.
In Figure 5-9, there is an example of a CO group, which integrated Center Peel
transition as an additional transition.
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Figure 5-8: Example of extra transition -Center peel transition

In 4d, CA groups had a hard time accomplishing transitions; only six out of
eleven CA groups successfully created transitions. Some CA groups found the fade in/
out button. In particular, was hard to control and setting the blur using the camera lens
was challenging manually. Even though it was easy for CO groups to set the exact blur
and fade level, preview the edited shot, and change the level of blur and fade, only five
out of eight CO groups accomplished transitions in their “magic” activity.
In both of the groups, matching action turned into a jump cut because the two
shots did not overlap. For instance, in the CA group called “Wally” the images changed
their position Sind fades between two shots were too long to look as if it was a matching
the action technique.
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Technique/ Hypothesis 5- Special Effect- Filter/ Blur

Table 5-9: SPECIAL EFFECT- FILTER/ BLUR

Signifier

Filter

Signified

Different colors of filter change the atmosphere and affect the mood.
For example, orange filter gives an impression of the past.

Camera (CA)
Technique

CA groups use different colors of clear plastics, saran wrap in front of the
lenses.

Filter adds contrast but cannot add different light sources.

Computer (CO)
Technique

Although filter function in software adds contrasts, brightness to the image,
light can be set better at the production stage.
Color balance filter changes the color to any color.
Red/Blue/ Green and combination of these colors from 0-200%

Signifier

Blur

Signified

Dream, distorted eyesight

Camera (CA)
Technique

Student smears Vaseline on a clear-glass lens that is fitted on a wand
handle. The student films through the Vaseline coated lens by moving it in
front of or away from the camera lens.
In the Camera groups, participants can smear the Vaseline on evenly or
unevenly. Also, they can actually look through the lens before beginning to
shoot.

Computer
(CO)
Technique

Participants use camera blur filter in Adobe Premiere software and set the
blur amount to a specific number; then, the video clip can be rendered into a
clip with blurring.

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-9: Continued

Assumptions/
Hypothesis

1

Computer Group

Camera Group

The selection of colors may change
because there is a big array of
colors to choose from in the
software. They may be more
dramatic in increasing the density
of the color spectrum.

-CA groups may discuss which
color to choose as a filter and
decide on a color that helps present
their original idea. They may also
use aquarium, colored eyeglasses,
or window decorations to add color
to their image. Since they may not
be able to check color effect on
their image on the monitor, their
image may not have the right color
density.

In CO groups, participants are
more likely to think about the
optical effect rather than the
medium through which one is
seeing the world. Trick is a case of
a fuzzy object.
There is no "medium" (e.g. fog,
mist, dust in the air, dirt on the
window) for the Computer groups.
Therefore, when they relate to the
blurring they are more likely to say
things such as "He must have an
upset stomach."
CO groups use their word
processing and drawing skills to
create a shape and superimpose the
shape in front of a picture.

Both groups may combine other
techniques and filter exercise with
blur effect. CO may add brightness,
and other filter options.

Continued Next Page
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For the Camera groups, this trick is
a case of looking through a dirty
window. Participants will more
likely say, "The person looking at
that object is drunk."

Have hard time focusing the
camera.

CA groups may add blur with
Vaseline on top of their color plastic
or wrap.

Table 5-9: Continued

Create an effect of somebody’s dream or imagination.
Somebody losing vision.
Someone is drunk, could not see clearly.
Use an eyeglasses in front of the camera to view objects as bigger,
distorted, etc.

I

A brightly lit photograph evokes feelings of security and
happiness. In contrast, a dark picture filled with shadow creates a
mysterious atmosphere and arouses fear and apprehension. A dim
light also triggers a sense of powerlessness and loss of control.
(Silverblatt, 1995)

Example
Using light from different sources to create different moods.
Color is a powerful visual element. It affects our moods and states
of mind.
Warm colors, like red, orange, yellow, tend to makes us feel
happy, secure, positive.
Cool colors, like blue or violet, make us feel calm.
Dead colors, like gray or black, make us feel sad, alone, or
uncomfortable. (Silverblatt, 1995)
Using pink filter may be identified as feminine colors, may signify dream.
Using orange filter may signify the past.

Table 5-10: Results of CO and CA groups

Results
5

#of
co%
groups

Technique

#of
groups

CA%
91

Special Effect- Filter / Blur

7

88

10

The selection of color may change since there is a
big array of colors to choose from in the software.

4

50

-

N/A

-

N/A

5

46

Add blur and other filter options-brightness

5

63

6

55

This technique is a case of a fuzzy object. Optical
effect rather than the medium through which one
is seeing the world.

4

50

0

0

This technique is a case of looking through a dirty
window. The person looking at that object is
“drunk.”

0

0

7

64

5a
Use aquarium, colored eyeglasses, or window
decorations to add color to their image.
5b

5c
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Adding color, filter, or blur are other techniques combined into one technique
because they are related to changing the shot by adding different color, light and
brightness to the videos. Five out of eight CO and 10 out of 11 CA groups integrated
filter (different color, brightness, etc.) or blur in their projects as a special effect to
create “magic.”

Figure 5-9: Color Filter

As seen in Figure 5-9, the color filter was set to red 200, green 38, blue 200 to
create the pink effect over the image. Although it is easy to add color filters, only half
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of the CO groups tried filter. They did not use filter to enhance the meaning of their
project, but instead, used it to experiment with the capabilities of the software.
CA groups used Vaseline on top of their plastic to create various filters. They
were creative in devising various filters for their project. They used colored plastic
wraps, aquarium, colored windows, eyeglasses, magnifiers, and a kaleidoscope.
Five CO groups added blur as a special effect, one group added brightness in
their project while six CA groups integrated blur with Vaseline or wrinkled plastic to
create a fuzzy or dreamy effect. CA groups enjoyed not only using different materials to
create interesting shots but also viewing other groups’ creative ideas.
“The only thing I can remember using was a blur in and out that was used for a
comedic surprise effect,” Frank said. Frank’s CO group worked on a project called
“babies.” Throughout their project, they juxtaposed images of a child and what the
child hoped to be when he/ she grew up throughout their project. As seen in Figure 510, they blurred the baby picture 100 percent and focused on an old man’s face.
Only half of the CO groups used blur in their project. Although it was harder to
create blur on the camera, 7 out of 11 groups integrated blur ejfect in their project. CO
group participants created blur as an optical effect that was generated by selecting the
percentages on the camera. On the other hand, the CA groups created blur to imply
someone had a bad vision due to drinking too much, waking up too early in the
morning, or remembering the past as a dream.
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Figure 5-10: Blur as a transition and special effect

Technique/ Hypothesis 6- Special Effect - Adding Graphics and Text

Table 5-11: SPECIAL EFFECT - ADDING GRAPHICS (Keyhole), IMAGES, TEXT

Signifier

Keyhole

Signihed

Creates an effect as if someone is watching the room through the keyhole or
heart shape or any other shape. This is a great effect to try with different
shapes.

Camera (CA)
Technique

Make a graphic with a keyhole cut out and position the subject lined up
through the keyhole.
Add a graphic shape like a keyhole (by file/ new title) or a heart shape and

Computer (CO)
Technique

put it on S channel in the timeline.
Shape can be changed and given different colors.

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-11: Continued

Signifier

Adding Credits, Title, Graphics And Text

Signified

Add text/ graphic over the picture
I

Camera (CA)
Technique

Do words or symbols on clear acetate sheets by holding them in front of
lens. Superimpose or pull-focus it over an appropriate scene.
Bring outside text/ graphics/ pictures. Project images on a screen and
videotape them: Slides, 16mm film, overhead transparencies, posters,...
Add Title and place it on the Slide channel

Computer (CO)
Technique

Scan/ download images/ texts from Internet and import them into project
window for adding outside resources to the video.

Computer Group

Camera Group

They work on inserting text and
graphics. For CO groups, it is like
word processing. The text will be
pasted on top of the picture.

CA groups integrate overlay exercise
with keyhole exercise.
Camera groups may try different
shapes and integrate the keyhole with
other effects such as framing the shot
with other objects (tree branches,
eyeglasses, chairs) instead using a
paper. They can actually shoot
through chairs, eyeglasses, or trees to
frame their shots.
CA may have hard time focusing the
camera.

CO has no difficulty focusing the
camera.

Assumptions/
Hypothesis

■—Titles and credits are easy to create
and integrate with other effects to
make the shots interesting.

Titles and credits are handmade,
untraditional, and creative.

Both groups may combine other
techniques such as superimposing
pictures or graphics.

Although it is harder to insert
graphics and images at the same time,
CA may combine other techniques
such as zoom, pan, and sound.
CA groups may not put text over
pictures easily but may combine an
image with a framed shot exercise.

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-11: Continued

Example

Use same graphics with different increments. While one graphic is showing
an increase in something, the other is showing stability.
Use different fonts and size to signify different meaning.
Shoot a couple through a heart shape.
Use a keyhole to shoot the inside of a room.

Table 5-12: Results of CO and CA groups
Results

6

6a

6b

6c

#of
#of
CO%
groups
groups

Technique

CA%

Special Effect - Key hole/ Adding Graphics,
Images, and Text

8

100

11

100

Insert graphics/ images

5

63

7

64

Keyhole is more common to integrate. Try
different shapes and effects and integrate the
keyhole with other effects such as framing the
shot with other objects.

2

25

7

64

Titles and credits are word-processed. Titles
and credits are easy to create and integrate with
other effects to make the shots interesting.

8

100

3

27

Titles/ credits are untraditional and creative.
They can be integrated with animations.

1

13

11

100

Superimpose additional pictures or graphics

8

100

-

N/A

Add other special effects or combine other
techniques such as zoom, pan, blur, and filter.

6

75

7

64

Both CO and CA groups added at least one of the following: graphics, keyhole,
images, text for title and credits. Adding a keyhole or heart shape was a popular
technique among camera groups whereas adding text was a popular choice for
computer groups. Among eight CO groups, only two actually created a simple rectangle
shape to use for the keyhole technique. Four CO groups integrated a simple graphic
into their videos, such as a talking bubble image, a hat, and lightening. Here is the
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talking bubble example from one of the CO groups. ""What do I want to he when I grow
up?” in Figure 5-11.

1

i^Start 11Adobe Premi... ^Group Membe...

" JC:\Documents.,. |

Search Results | ‘_jD:\AAAMovies

|

^Outbox - Mcr..

1:05 PM

Figure 5-11: Superimposing a graphic object

All computer and camera groups integrated at least a credit or a title for their
videos. Three out of 11 CA groups typed their titles and credits on the computer and
one group videotaped the computer screen: Two other groups projected their wordprocessed text on a screen and videotaped it in order to avoid a flickering computer
screen.
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Figure 5-12: Another example of inserting a graphic image

Technique/ Hypothesis 7- Voice Over-Sound Effect/ Music

Table 5-13: VOICE OVER-SOUND EFFECT/ MUSIC
Signifier

Voice over/ Music

Signified

Use the same picture, image, and person but use more than two different
sound tracks to create a different mood, emotion.
This refers to the sounds used in playback, voice over or background
music, and also sound effects for the visuals.
Change the tone of the voice or background music while an image is being

Camera (CA)
Technique

shown.
While one image, object, person is being videotaped, participants may
record a sound source. Control depends on the cameraperson and the
timing of pushing the record button.
4

Continued Next Page
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Table 5-13: Continued

Computer
(CO)
Technique

Assumptions/
Hypothesis

Edit audio and video channels to present different sound tracks for
different images. Move the volume line up or down gradually change the
volume. Control is on video and audio edit tools.

Computer Group

Camera Group

Music is added into most of the
project because it is very easy to
insert music during the editing. The
digital editing software also allows
the user to manipulate music or
sound. It is easy to raise the volume
and fade in and out of the sound on
the timeline.

Add music selectively. It is difficult
to integrate music and sound into
camera editing projects. CA will
learn how hard it is to control
outside noise level. (Example:
While shooting heating system,
wind, other students’ voices may be
recorded as well.)
May fade their sound/ music while
fading the shot.

CO groups have no trouble
matching the image with sound.
(for instance, matching the image
of a person talking while editing
voice over of another person.)

CA groups have hard time
matching the sound with the
picture. CA groups will learn to
videotape someone while someone
else is talking at the same time.

CO groups need more previewing
on the timeline to check the results.

CA groups need many re-shootings.

Participants explore imagining voices for different characters and the role
of background music in video production. CA and CO groups learn the
importance of sound in video production.
Both groups use sound and music in their video production exercise to
point out how music and sound effects can help identify location, how
music can indicate an emotion or mood, and how media manipulate sound
to convey different meaning and stories.
Voice over generates discussions around the characters and their role.
During the storyboarding stage, participants may decide on the tone of
different characters’s voices.
Both groups integrate pan, zoom, frame shot, etc. while adding sound into
their “magic.”

1 Example

While Mr. X is talking, we hear Mrs. Y’s voice, or a baby voice.
Mr. Y is singing while the tape player plays Michael Jackson. Playback.
An object like a doll is talking.
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Table 5-14: Results of CO and CA groups
#of
groups

CO%

Voice Over-Sound Effect/ Music

8

100

11

100

Music or sound effect is added into most of the
project.

8

100

6

55

Voice over. Explore imagining voices for different
characters and the role of background music in
video production.

5

63

3

27

7b

No trouble with matching the image with sound and
control outside noise level.

8

100

9

82

7c

Both groups may combine other techniques such as
zoom, pan, blur, or add a filter, etc.

8

100

11

100

Results
7

7a

Technique

#of
CA%
groups

Each group integrated at least one of the three sound options: voice over to tell
the story; music from a CD; and sound effects. Voice over was a popular choice for
camera groups, and music clips for the computer groups.
Among CO groups, three groups added sound effects such as animal sounds or
baby giggles. Five CO groups added their own voices to explain the video clips, and all
eight groups integrated music clips that came with the video clips that they selected
from the sample data CD.
On the other hand, CA groups integrated voice over, sound effect, or music
selectively. Only three CA groups integrated some type of music (such as classical
music) into part of their video project. Among 11 CA groups, nine groups integrated
voice over in their videos, three groups integrated music, two groups used music from a
boom box, one group sang songs and played instruments, and two groups integrated
sound effects, such as a rat squeak or barking dogs.
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Participants in CO groups found it easy to insert and edit sounds and delete
audio tracks on the timeline using the digital editing software.

File

Edit

Eroject

Qq

]jmelne

Window

Help

Figure 5-13: Two different audio channels and different sound clips on a timeline

In Figure 5-13, participants used a number of sound effects in addition to the
music such as a bear growl, gunshot, and scream.
Although CA groups could not easily go back and edit their sound tracks, they
still did a reasonable job of integrating audio into their project. One group integrated
sound while animating stuffed animals. The audio was discontinuous because the
camera had to be stopped and started again for each animation shot. Other CA groups
did not use audio for their entire project but included only a few sound effects.
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In 7c on Table 5-15, both groups integrated at least one additional technique
while inserting the audio. For instance, for each music clip, there were corresponding
shots for each Computer group. Camera groups told their stories while filming their
shots.

Technique/ Hypothesis 8- Animation

Table 5-15: ANIMATION

Signifier

Animation

Signified

The process of creating the illusion of motion by creating individual
frames, as opposed to filming naturally-occurring action at a regular frame
ix

rate.

Camera (CA)
Technique

Computer
(CO)
Technique

Participants videotape their object for a few seconds (count of two) and
pause the camera, move the object and repeat this action at least 10 times.
They need to keep the frame rigid. Sometimes, they need to redo the shots
because the shots may record over to the previous shot. Creating an
animation takes a lot of time.
Film animation requires a single frame camera and tripod.
Plastic animation refers to the single-frame recording of three-dimensional
objects such as clay figures, puppets.
The duration of the shots can be shortened or lengthened in the timeline
window. Each computer group receives ready-made pictures and videos on
a CD except ready made animations. Participants will be encouraged to
create animations using the software, which allows to import pictures or to
create pictures and text to insert into the timeline.
Flat animation refers to animation that can be done with two-dimensional
drawings or pictures.

Continued Next Page

ix

•

•

IMDb Film Glossary at http://us.imdb.com/Glossarv/A#animation
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Table 5-15: Continued

Computer Group

Camera Group

Process for CO groups, participants
focus on ordering and editing the
shots on the timeline. CO groups
work on simple editing. The cuts
can be timed. Mistakes can be
easily fixed.
Assumptions/
Hypothesis

Example

The on-camera animation requires
some redo; also, if a shot is shorter
than 2 seconds, it may roll over to
the previous shot, and at the end
there will be no animation. While
CA groups focus on the importance
of shooting the right shots in
sequence, they may learn how to
keep the camera steady and to
provide enough or equal time
frame. CA groups finds out the
need to keep the camera steady
while creating the animation.
Moving the camera and the
selected object at the same time
cannot create animation.

CO groups work on animating text
or graphics.
They may use animated gif files
that are on the Internet.
They may use motion or rotation
function to make objects move.

CA groups primarily choose objects
to animate. They may use clay to
create claymation.

Both groups combine other
techniques such as zoom, pan, blur,
or add a filter, background music,
etc.

Integrate zoom, blur, pan, and
filter, sound.

Any unanimated object can be moved.
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Table 5-16: Results of CO and CA groups

Results

Technique

#of
groups

CO%

#of
groups

CA%

8

Animation

5

63

9

82

Focus on editing the shots that were provided.
The cuts can be timed. Mistakes can be easily
fixed.

5

63

-

N/A

Finds out the need to keep the camera steady
while creating the animation. Provide enough or
equal time frame.

-

N/A

9

82

Work on animating text or graphics.

3

38

3

27

Choose objects to animate.

3

38

8

73

Integrate zoom, blur, pan, and filter.

3

38

4

36

8a

8b

8c

As seen on Table 5-17, Camera groups integrated animation into their video
project more than the Computer groups. Although the Camera groups found the
animation technique the hardest, they all enjoyed creating an animation, especially
watching each other’s animations. A few CA groups experienced frustration when they
spent a lot of time on their animation but ended up losing their work because they did
not allow enough intervals between shots, and the last shot erased the previous shot.
One of the reasons participants asked to work on animation was to experience
the difficulties in generating a few minutes of an animation. Animation is the last
technique on this activity and also the most time consuming one. Two CA groups did
not have enough time to work on animation. One of these groups attempted to create an
animation, but was not successful. Participants in that CA group did not understand
how to animate an object using the camera and felt inadequate when they saw other
animation projects.
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Three groups out of eight CO groups did not work on animation at all. These
three groups worked on motion and rotation function to move objects from side to side
and up and down. They considered animation to be an object moving across the screen,
but the background moved with the object when they used the motion and rotation
function. Apparently, it was difficult to understand animation. Some of the participants
said they could have created animations if they had had a camera. Almost all of the
participants said they did not think of a text animation when they were to work on
animation technique. For them, animation only meant moving unanimated objects.

Figure 5-14: An example of an animation created by animated gif pictures
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In Figure 5-14, a series of bull pictures was put on the timeline. These pictures
were imported as an animated gif picture from the Internet and participants ungrouped
the picture and inserted the pictures one by one into the timeline.
In 8a, computer groups which created an animation focused on fixing the
frames, and ordering and editing the shots on the timeline. Five out of eight Computer
groups produced animation. Although it is easier to edit, time, and sequence the shots
on computers, animation was more popular among camera groups because camera
groups worked on their own ideas. Participants who worked on animation felt more
accomplished the video “magic” exercise than the students who could not work on the
animation technique. Nine out of 11 camera groups focused on the importance of
shooting the right shots in sequence. A few groups needed to redo their animation when
they realized some of their shots were either too long or too short for an animation. The
other important thing CA groups found out was the need to keep the camera steady
while creating the animation.
Of five CO groups who worked on animation, one animated text, two animated
the gif files from Internet such as a fish and mouse picture (Figure 5-14), and two
rotated a graphic image such as candle. One of the rotated images was generated by the
software and the other picture was imported. In Figure 5-15, the candle image is
rotated. Because the background was black, the rotation looked like an animation.
Although two other groups used the rotation function to create animation, they were
unsuccessful because while they were rotating the image, the background was rotated
as well.
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Figure 5-15; An example of an animation created by using the rotation function

Nine out of 11 CA groups primarily worked on animating an object or a clay
figure. Among Camera groups, there were four claymations, four object animations such as stuffed toys— three text animation. The clay figures were an airplane, rats, and
created characters. These figures played skits. In CA group called “Trouble,” an
airplane crashed into the ground. In each shot, a small clay piece of an airplane was
eliminated and videotaped. Also, four CA groups worked on more than two different
animations.
Three CA group concentrated on animating text while only one CO groups
worked on animating a text. Text and graphic were combined into one category because
they were created on the title page on the software.

In 8cy both CO and CA groups tried to integrate other techniques into their
animation technique. Three CO groups integrated superimposing another picture or text
and adding filter into the animation. Four CA groups integrated music and human
voices into their animation. Adding music or sound was popular for Camera groups.
Superimposing background text or pictures and sound were tools used by Computer
groups.
Even though it is easier to integrate various features and techniques on the
computers, Camera groups not only enjoyed creating an animation, but also employed
this technique more than Computer groups because CA groups focused on the process
not the product.

Responses to Media Production Activities

This study describes how adult participants, mainly educators, used video
production and video editing as a medium of expression during the production process
and developed a new understanding of media from a producer’s point of view. In each
group, participants used either camcorders or computers, which forced them to be
media producers instead of consumers during the media production activities.
Video production in CA groups was highly motivational indeed because the
participants enjoyed working in creative ways to use the camcorders. The participants
repeatedly said in their reflection papers how much they enjoyed working with the
camera.
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CO groups, on the other hand, emphasized the need for more time to master the
skills. Although the instructor was enthusiastic and easy going, students found the
software confusing and frustrating.
“Video production induces transparent learning because the students enjoy
X

themselves.”

Most participants in CA groups said they enjoyed the class; they felt

they learned a great deal. In their electronic media journals, they wrote with more detail
about the techniques that they saw on television, such as the angle of the shots, color of
the setting, and points of view of the producer.
Some participants mentioned how confident they have become with the idea of
video production in the classroom. Some prepare lesson plans integrating video in the
classroom. They said the course not only provided the background information about
how to produce educational videos, but also gave them courage to use the camcorders
with ease. The course improved self-esteem by providing participants with a
recognized medium for broadcasting their views and ideas.
“Process, not product” was written on the blackboard, video production rubric,
and participants’ self-evaluation checklist in order to encourage process thinking and
focusing on the content, because video production requires extensive planning.
Numerous technological glitches forced us to spend a lot of time fixing the equipment
and charging the batteries, etc. We discussed the time frame for our projects; usually
we spent 10 % on planning and 90 % on production in class. However, in reality it

http://www.kqed.org/ednet/mediasocietv/videoclassroom/virtues.html
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should be the reverse. In order to be cost effective and time efficient, the real video
producers spend more time on planning. In education, our goal is not to teach the
software and hardware, which change every year, but to focus on the process of
planning the project and thinking about the content of the final product.

Reflections and Electronic Discussions

Participants were asked to respond to their media production activities in their
reflection exercises. The first one was an open-ended reflection paper (What worked?
What is missing?), given at the end of the first weekend. The second reflection, given at
the end of the second weekend, twenty-two open-ended questions (Appendix J). The
original idea was to talk to the students individually right after their “magic” exercise.
Due time constraints and technical difficulties, it was impossible to conduct face-toface interviews with participants. However, each group made a presentation to show
their “magic” exercises and to explain both the process and the difficulties or unique
experiences of their media production activity. In addition to these reflections, audio
and videotapes of participants’ group presentations became an important part of the
data analysis.
A number of common themes emerged from these two reflections, media
journals on the blackboard.com system, and class observation notes,. Table 5-18
includes the themes and common responses in each Computer and Camera Group.
A number of students said they learned more than video production. One
student from a Sharon CA groups said in her first weekend reflection, I am happy to
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have met you, because you have given me much more to think about than just the
content of this class.” One CA group member from Hingham, MA wrote, “More than
learning video production, this course gave me the chance to reflect on my own
viewing habits and I learned something about myself.”
Although some of the participants had taken a video production class or had
been teaching video production and media literacy as part of their technology classes in
their school, they found the media literacy exercises and the resources to be very
helpful and interesting. In particular, the participants agreed on the power of the
“magic” exercise.
The participants from CA groups did not need so much instruction. CO groups
needed the teacher present to show examples; they also needed to practice their work in
order to produce their projects. CO groups were upset because few instructions were
given at the beginning on how to use the software. Learning the software for CO was
much more difficult and they needed more guidance than participants in CA groups.
In Computer groups, a couple of students had a chance to use the camera, not as
part of a class activity. One participant who used the camera said, “The activities made
me feel like I could be more of a producer, not just a viewer. I feel more confident that
I can make simple versions of the things I see on TV.”
The purpose of the “magic” exercise was to make the students concious of the
techniques. Participants in CA groups repeatedly said they detected the techniques and
conventions while they watched TV. There are some excerpts listed under e-media
journals section below.

no

“I don’t believe what you see on television. All these statements are untrue,
after recently producing a commercial, I believe anything is visually possible with the
help of fancy equipment.”

Samples of CO groups^ e-iournals

Some of the responses from participants’ e-joumals and class discussions show
the power of video production as a teaching tool.The tendency in CO groups was to
describe, analyze, and commend on the magazines and TV shows, and to inform the
class about the WebPages, Channel 1. The discussions were centered on general
opinion and personal experiences of media. For instance, the idea of using the female
body to advertise products. CO groups’ responses were full of opinions. The journals
were shorter in length. It looked as if the participants were forcing themselves to write
down a few opinions for the course requirement. These observations could have been
generated without the knowledge of the course.
Current Forum: Video Course
Date: Fri Jun 15 2001 3:51 pm
Author: Rafael
Subject: final scene of movies
I was watching the end of an old movie when I noticed that the final scene started as a closeup of the two characters saying their last lines with music playing in the background. After they
completed their last lines the camera pulled out and eventually you saw the characters as a
small speck from a great distance. I began noticing this pulling out affect on many different
shows. They always began with a close-up and ended with a wide shot with the character in
the background.

Ill

Current Forum: Video Course
Date: Tue Jun 26 2001 11:31 am
Author: William
Subject: Re: final scene of movies
Now that you mention it, I saw the same video technique in Men of Honor. Tom Cruise is in the
courthouse alone. The camera zooms out and he leaves the room. Now showing is the entire
empty courthouse. End of Movie.
Current Forum: Video Course
Date: Sun Jun 24 2001 11:16pm
Author: Shaq
Subject: commercials
One thing that I've noticed about TV commercials but never had a chance to make a comment
about, is if you've ever noticed that the TV shows that you watch, the commercials seem built
around what you're watching. What I mean is if you are watching stock car racing, most of the
commercials seem to be about auto part stores (Pep Boys, Napa, etc.), car care services
(CarX, Midas, Jiffy Lube, etc.), oil companies (Mobil, Shell, etc.), or automobile sales. Or when
wrestling is on TV, the commercials express ideas about health related items (Stacker-fat
burner, weight belts, electronic impulse systems, ab rollers, etc.). Sports in general have ads
about beer, soda, and sport apparel among other things.
Obviously, it makes sense to advertise this way. People are watching that TV show for a
reason so why not give them advertisements in that same area of interest.
Just something I wonder if other people have picked up on.
Current Forum: Video Course

Read 15 times

Date: Tue Jun 26 2001 11:52 am
Author: John
Subject: tv Jeff Gordon Commercial
This commercial is promoting nascar winston cup racing, and Jeff Gordon and the Tazmanian
devil are in it talking about what you are soposed to do when you get to victory lane. I guess
the reason that this caught my eye, was because of all of the different angles that they used
and how the camera jumped from shot to shot and normally I would have just thought of it as a
normal nascar commercial.
Current Forum: Video Course
Date: Tue Jun 26 2001 11:55 am
Author: John
Subject: old school tv
The other day while flipping through the channels, I came across the soap opera channel, and
the colby's were on, so I thought I would watch it for old time sake. TV from yester years really
has no creativity in their shooting of a show, they just follow everything that goes on their is
really no zoom or different angles that may have been used to spice up the show.
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Current Forum: Video Course
Date: Wed Jun 27 2001 9:34 pm
Author: John
Subject: Oreo commercial
This commercial has really caught my eye the past few times I have seen, the first time I
thought it was really kind of stupid. As I continued to see the commercial I noticed all the
different camera tactics that they used in which to sell or per say advertise their oreo chocolate
cream filled. That young boy and how they cut in and out of the picture as he gets older, and
begin to zoom in more and more as he gets older, and when he is really old, than they zoom in
on him screaming and slowing draw the camera back and fade out at the end. I thought this
was an intersteing way of using the camera to promote the oreo
Date: Wed Jun 27 2001 10:23 pm
Author: Balwin
Subject: "Reality" TV
I think that the trend toward "real life" reality type shows is disturbing in that it encourages
people to act in outrageous ways in order to gain quick recognition or a profit. This is not
saying that I didn't enjoy watching "Survivor". I liked the contestants, but had a hard time
believing that they acted on the show as they would have in "real life". But I knew that it wasn't
really "survival"- it was still a staged event with retakes on a lot of the shots to get the right
camera angle to make the show more palatable to the viewers. They didn't _have_ to eat the
bugs to live- they did it as a means to an end- their possible profit. How many games shows
and talk shows are crowded with celebrity panels of the latest Survivor castaways, all willing
and eager to continue the interpersonal clashes dramatized on the shows? Anything for fame.
And the show was laden with product endorsements- contestants eating Doritos and Mountain
Dew while sitting at an 1-Mac to try to win a Pontiac Aztec for one contest, all the while gushing
over their treats. Are all of these products naturally found in the middle of the Australian
Outback? I think not- so much for eating the bugs. The network hit on a gold mine with that
one, selling ads not only during a show, but also encorporating them within the show.
Current Forum: Video Course
Date: Thu Jun 28 2001 2:49 pm
Author: Flora
Subject: Re: tv Jeff Gordon Commercial
Isn't it amazing what we can learn in one weekend. This will probably stay with us forever!
Damn!!! I want to go back and see Pearl Harbor again as the first time I saw it was the
weekend before class. Except I'm afraid I won't enjoy it as much at all. It's sort of like my being
a reading teacher. I don't always approach reading in the same way either-l always read like a
reading teacher now-l'm going to have to do something about this!

Participants in CO groups gave more opinion, observation, and examples from
their media experience. They talked about the articles they had read from journals such
as “elementk” journal which included an articla about scanning images, provided
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information about magazines, journals, technical information found, informed the class
about the new digital cameras with its prices, and book clubs. Only a few described and
reflected on magazine ads and TV ads. Another participant mentioned the anti-smoking
ad in a bridal magazine, soap commercials during the daytime for stay at home parents,
and car commercials for the male audience during the evening time. In addition, some
students admitted not paying attention to magazine advertisements until they took this
class.
Participants in CO groups seemed to be confused with the directions provided.
They complained the Adobe Premiere was a confusing software. On the other hand, CA
groups seemed to enjoy their video production activities and did not seem confused or
find the cameras complicated. CA groups emphasized the need for more time.
Both groups had the same amount of time to complete their product; they
emphasized the need for more time to complete the exercise. I was available to each
group for their questions during the “magic” exercise activity. CA groups were outside
most of the time and they did not receive over the shoulder instructions that CO groups
received constantly. Participants in CO groups stayed in the computer lab the entire
time with the instructor who was available to answer their questions.
During class discussions, CA groups made referred to video production
terminology -the establishing shot, pan and zoom. They not only enjoyed but also
understood the concepts. Although CO groups produced much better videos,
participants described themselves as “unsatisfied” and did not refer to video concepts.
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Participants in CA groups created lesson plans integrating video production into
the curriculum, whereas CO group members focused on lesson plans deconstructing
ads, analyzing newspaper or dealing with unrelated topics such as butterflies.
CO groups focused on the deconstructing part of the class, whereas CA focused
on the magic of video production on camera and how much fun it could be to integrate
media education into the curriculum.
CO groups did not see the importance of video production in the classroom.
They pointed out they prefer using the ready-made videos to use in the classroom. As
one participant said, “I wish I could take the time to develop a video but I know I would
get frustrated and end up just looking for a video already made to fit into my unit.” He
added, “It is better to deconstruct, constructing takes so much time and frustrating.”

Samples of CA groups e-iournals

Current Forum: Media Journals

Read 11 times

Date: Sun Jun 24 2001 6:24 pm
Author: Sandy
Subject: Media Journal #1
Prior to taking this course, I simply watched a commercial at face value. I never really looked at
the details or asked myself what target audience the advertising company was aiming for.
Since class, I have been a commercial-analyzing junkie. I look at the color scheme, the logo,
the endorser (if there is one), choice of music, and the intended target audience. The
commercial that caught my attention this week is the new advertisement for Tropicana Orange
Juice. The advertiser gives the viewer the notion that the Tropicana Orange Juice is as natural
as a fresh picked orange by peeling away what looks to be an orange only to reveal the
Tropicana Orange Juice container. The other interesting facet to this commercial is the shape
of the glass that the beautiful, blonde, blue-eyed, All-American girl is drinking from-it is as
round as a juicy orange. When she is drinking the orange juice from this rounded glass, it
gives the illusion that she is pouring the orange juice from a "real" fresh-picked orange. The
advertising agency did such an amazing job of incorporating these images in such a subtle yet
captivating way.
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Current Forum: Media Journals

Read 14 times

Date: Wed Jun 27 2001 10:05 pm
Author: Marion
Subject: Media Journal #1
Last weekend I went to NY. I took the bus and passed the time by flipping through magazines.
Thanks to our class I spent the majority of my time analyzing the advertisements! I tore out
several that I will bring along to share the next time that we meet. I took notes on a lot of the
things that I noticed. Now I am left wondering will I ever be able to look at a magazine without
scrutinizing the ads??? I know that the answer is probably not. I have discovered that the same
thing is true for commercials.
Current Forum: Media Journals

Read 12 times

Date: Sat Jun 30 2001 1:45 pm
Author: Musicat
Subject: Media Journal #2
This past week my town had a rather large issue come before Town Meeting: sewers and the
$23M to build them. Needless to say this generated a lot of hot debate, and prior to the vote
use of and by the media in many forms was made: letters to the editor, news articles, charges
and countercharges, flyers, inserts in newspapers, and pertinent to this course, local telecasts
on Cable TV and PowerPoint presentations both prior to and at the Town Meeting.
On Cable TV there was the typical local newscast, which did not really attempt to look artistic in
any way. Although it did give many facts surrounding the controversy, the look of the broadcast
did not really generate enthusiasm. An interview with the Town Moderator of how Town
Meeting would be run could have been shot from better angles: It was actually done from
slightly below the seated persons, straight on, and would have been far more favorable visually
had it been more angled and higher. Nevertheless, this interview was just facts and figures and
not intended to make an impact one way or the other. On the other hand, one of the selectmen
taped a discussion clearly designed to have visual impact complement the content. Backed by
muted-color books on shelves to resemble a library, he was taped at a 45-degree angle, with, I
might add, the proper nose room! The tone of the setting was clearly meant to create a relaxed
atmosphere where the individual was knowledgeable and clear grasp of the subject.
The night of the Town Meeting two sharply contrasting Powerpoint presentations were made.
The first, a rather tired, reworked series of slides with no visuals other than graphs was
matched by an equally tired verbal presentation. This presentation had not impressed three
prior public meetings, and each time it was redone slightly, but apparently it never occurred to
them to add graphics or other enhancements. The second presentation, opposing this
proposal, was dynamic, with quality photgraphs that complemented the words on the screen,
large type that was legible, and the forceful accompanying verbal presentation was interrupted
three times by applause. While it was not a video, it flowed more like one which added to the
contrast with the first.
It was interesting to see how the media was effectively and not so effectively used. By the way,
the sewers were voted down.
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Course evaluations

After the completion of the course, the students filled out a questionnaire with
open-ended questions. Camera groups not only enjoyed the class but also scored the
instructor higher than the Computer groups. CA groups highlighted the “magic”
exercise, describing it as a wonderful learning experience. CO participants’ answers to
the weaknesses of this course as being lack of time, documentation to produce video,
and hardware and software problems. CA participants agreed on the lack of tme and
added that there too much material.
Camera and Editing- In addition to the original three groups, prior to
completion of the research, another group from Myrtle Beach, SC was added.
According to the reflection papers, the participants in South Carolina enjoyed the
course the most. This group not only worked on camera techniques but also worked on
computer magic at the same time. They first worked on the eight techniques on the
camera and digitized their group project and edited the project using the digital editing
software.
Editing- The Wisconsin group was the most confused, distracted, and
discontent group because members did not have a chance to use the camcorders; they
primarily worked on the computer.
Camera- The two Massachusetts groups had more chance to use the cameras.
The ratio of the students to camera was 4 to 1. CA participants enjoyed the class more
than CO groups.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE RESEARCH AND FORECASTING

The most important lesson from this study is that video production is not only a
great teaching tool for cooperative learning but is also highly effective in teaching point
of viev^.
Media production projects are important in enriching our curriculum. A media
production project generates interest in the topic being studied, includes research,
writing a script and storyboarding, and encourages group discussions. Students’ media
projects not only develop problem solving and interactive collaboration skills among
students but also enhance learning, providing project-based, experiential and hands-on
approaches to the media theory and its applications in the classroom.
“The camera never lies,” “seeing is believing,” and “what you see is what you
get” are accepted maxims. However, what public sees on TV or hear on the radio are
constructions and they reflect the producers’, authors’, camerapersons’, and journalists’
points of view, of Students who are actively involved in producing media such as PSA
(public service announcement), web pages, or radio shows come to understand the
conventions of the medium. As students become the producers of their own media
projects, they develop media literacy skills, and become informed consumers and
citizens of the world.
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Table 6-1, Participants reflections and responses to video production exercise.

Tasks

On Camera Editing

On Computer Editing

Magic exercise

Positive experience

Confusing, frustrating

Definitely sees the need for media
education
“The media activities in the first
weekend gave me some new ideas
for teaching, I had never
considered using video to teach
point of view or perspective, I will
be trying this in the Fall,”

Ideas for
integrating into
the curriculum

“I want to use the video camera
more often. It is motivating for the
students and I can add it into my
speech therapy techniques,”
“I hope to have students use a
video camera/news clips/still shots
to edit on Adobe Premier realworld applications of mathematics,
I think it would be a great activity
for those students who loathe
math,”

Time
Management/
Allocation for
the video
“magic”
activity

“I did not feel that we have enough
time to film and at the same time
internalize/ understand the
process, I feel that all this was too
new and I was so inexperienced
that it took additional time just to
get up to speed, I would do the
same project much differently this
weekend now that I have a better
understanding from which to
work,”

Continued Next Page
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Find it so time consuming and
difficult
Only two out of 20 students seemed
to be encouraged to integrate media
education,
“I am going to use the commercial
exercise that we did the first
weekend before we came to class.
This will be very helpful in which my
students have to determine a way in
which to advertise and market their
product,”
“I am more energized to get back to
media literacy, I have not done much
for the last 3 years, I had classes very
difficult to trust out of sight and
making videos means kids have to
have some autonomy. But I will
have a great group next year and I
can use all this stuff to get back on
the ball,”
Time is an issue but it is perceived as
an ongoing issue with technical
difficulties,
“More time to practice using the
program,”

1
1

Table 6-1: Continued

Tasks

On Camera Editing

On Computer Editing

Color/ light

“In general lighting is very
important in mood and theme. I
can’t help but think of ‘Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon’ and the use
of color: for instance, the first
martial arts fight in the streets of
the ancient Chinese city was all in
gray tones, lending seriousness to
the scene; the martial arts scene in
the bamboo trees was done with a
very gentle blur against a backdrop
of the green trees giving the whole
scene an ethereal quality.”

Students mentioned that they focused
on the activity not the mood or the
effect on the audience.

The “magic” exercise put the
students behind camera.
“Media activities have made me
less of a passive viewer and more
of an active viewer of media.”
“The effect that the magic exercise
has only TV viewing is that I am
more observant as to which
techniques are being used and
analyzing why its being produced
in that particular way.”
“Don’t believe what you see on
television. All these statements
are untrue, after recently
producing a commercial, I believe
anything is visually possible with
the help of fancy equipment.”

“The activities made me feel like I
could be more of a producer, not just
a viewer. I feel more confident that I
can make simple versions of the
things I see on TV.”

Effect on
response to
media

Continued Next Page
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“In general, I think the different types
of lighting help determine whether
something has a more realistic feel or
a more lighthearted feel. It helps
determine whether the production
has a warm or cold, comedic or
dramatic. It sets the whole tone.”
“This activity was done before we
had any class discussions of lighting
as an issue... consequently, we did
not pay attention to this factor at all.
We did not even think about trying to
convey mood with lighting or
anything else. We were focused on
the activity only.”

Table 6-1: Continued

Tasks

On Camera Editing

On Computer Editing

Key concept in
media
education

For CA media production is a key
to learn media literacy.

For CO, media production is very
frustrating, time consuming.

“The technical aspect of media
education is the key concept. If
you don’t know what hooks up to
what or how to work a piece of
equipment, the media education
experience will not be successful.’’

“I was very excited to learn Premier,
but now I am disappointed and
frustrated and need to back off. It is
too expensive to set up, too time
consuming to use as a busy teacher.”

Video
Production

“Media Education should include
learning about the process of
creating media as well as
understanding how to utilize
media effectively.”
“Media education should teach
students how to use the
equipment, trouble shoot problems
and the scientific principles behind
the technology. Learning how to
use the equipment should be the
primary goal.”
“I define the goals of media
education as knowing how to
integrate media technology into a
classroom of your students. I think
the key concepts in media
education are teaching the learners
to use the media equipment and
then to show them how to edit
their pieces of work.”
“People should learn how media is
created and trying to influence
them.”

Continued Next Page
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“Premiere is not very user friendly. It
is difficult to understand the different
terminology used, it doesn’t always
work the same way twice. Having
software and hardware that are outof-date for the computer lab that we
are working with takes away from the
learning atmosphere and adds quite a
bit to the frustration level.”

Table 6-1: Continued

Tasks

On Camera Editing

On Computer Editing

Class
Discussion

Created dynamic and productive
discussions among the groups.

Generated discussions among group
members but they frustrated each
others editing style.

Cooperative
Learning

Group Work is highly appreciated.
Participants enjoyed exploring and
learning from each other.

Participants are editors. They found
the group work challenging. Having
more than two persons in the group
generated problems.

It provides cooperative learning
and allows leadership skills.
Participants took distinctive roles
during the production.
Group size of three or more is
highly recommended.

Discovery
Learning vs.
Trial and error

Discovery occurred while trying
the various buttons on the camera.
Animation is a great example.

“... working in my group was
challenging because we all had
different ideas, and we were
perfectionists. Therefore, we ran out
of time to incorporate all of our ideas,
and to get it to look exactly the way
we had hoped.”
Drill and practice- teacher presents
how to and students practice.
“I think that it was fun creating the
magic exercise. It was frustrating at
times because we had no tutorial to
guide us through the process. But it
wasn’t too bad because you gave us a
lot time to experiment with the
Adobe Premiere Software. Learning
through trial and error isn’t so bad
as long as you are given plenty of
time.”
“I'forget the camera angles we used.
I remember simply experimenting
with adobe premiere. So, we chose
camera movements based on
experimentation.”

Continued Next Page
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Table 6-1: Continued

Tasks

On Camera Editing

On Computer Editing

Suggestions for
improvement

All of the students’ reflections
started with “I had so much fun”
or “I enjoyed the video production
activities.”
“I found the magic exercise a great
learning experience as well as a lot
of fun. The only suggestion that I
would make would be to make
sure that you give your students a
little time to come up with an idea
the previous day in order to allow
them to bring in any props that
they might find necessary... After
all the work that was put into
them, it was very satisfying to see
the final product.”
“Equipment and their uses, proper
care and how to take a particular

Step by step instruction

shot.”
I really enjoyed viewing the tapes
you had available. These gave me
the insight as to how to do things
if 1 had to tape. I felt the first day
being asked to go and tape media
before being told how to use the
equipment was somewhat a waste
of time and very frustrating at
times because I was doing things, I
later found out, incorrectly. I then
needed to reteach myself the
correct method.”

Each medium
provides
different
dimension in
media literacy
(Potter, 1998)

CA groups experienced cognitive
and emotional, as well as aesthetic
dimensions of the project.

Transparent learning occurred.

Continued Next Page
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In addition to the difficulties of the
software students expressed a great
need for more hand on step-by-step
instruction. Almost all of the CO
participants suggested more detailed
instruction and tutorials.
“I did discover how to plan to create
what it is you want people to see and
interpret from your video, but it was
sometimes difficult to figure out how
to do that on the software!”
BeKaye “The major frustration was
being thrown into it without enough
instruction in 1. the use of the
software — it’s fun now that we
know how to use it. but it’s so
powerful and so complicated that it’s
TOO HARD to just give people and
say “create a product” without
instruction how to use the software,
2. the issues of video creation. We
had no idea how to do the transitions,
or how long to leave an image on the
screen so your eyes and brain
perceived it as being there.”

1
j
|
i

1

j

BeKaye also mentioned that they
j
focused on the activity not the effects |
of that activity.
CO group focused mostly on
aesthetic dimension of the project.

i
:

Table 6-1: Continued

Tasks

On Camera Editing

On Computer Editing

Focus

Process thinking

Product oriented

Focused more on the story
“We did not use any lighting
differences due to being an initial
novice about the production
techniques. We concentrated more
on what to do off camera than with
the camera itself.”

Focus was on the production,
learning the technical skills.
Participants created the techniques
based on experimentation, not for a
specific reason.
“We wanted to experiment with the
different tools. I don’t recall being
able to put much time into thinking
about the message we wanted to
convey.”

Students’ Level
of Technical
Proficiency

It did not require technical skills;
students who considered
themselves novices also excelled,
producing very well organized and
interesting projects at the end.

Students, who had previous
technology skills, considered
themselves intermediate or expert did
better on their production. However
they were the most frustrated because
they came to this class hoping to
learn more technical information than
media literacy.

Story boarding /
Concept
Mapping

Storyboards were more elaborate
and detailed. Original stories
stayed close to the end product.

CO participants did not want to
spend time on storyboarding. They
feel as if they needed to spend more
time on learning the software.

“Planning is important.”
Only two groups attempted to write
down their ideas. Then they decided
to work on their project as they went
along the timeline.
Initial themes or ideas changed while
students experimented the software.
They created the techniques on the
basis of experimentation with the
software, not for a specific reason.

Continued Next Page
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Table 6-1: Continued

Tasks

On Camera Editing

On Computer Editing

Demonstration/
Presentation of
their project

Very productive and stimulated
more discussions.

Demonstration took only 30 second
to 3 min. It did not stimulate
discussions.

Instruction

CA groups did not require much
instruction in how to use a
camcorder.

Time Intensive
Equipment Failure

Requires Much Planning
Participants used their own
footage and saw themselves in the
video

CO groups requested more details
and more time to teach the software.
Participants used ready made clips.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
CONSENT FORM
Informed Consent Form for Research Project Participation

Title of The Study
ANALOG AND DIGITAL VIDEO PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES IN DEVELOPING
NEW MEDIA LITERACY SKILLS AMONG UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Purpose of the study
This research seeks to promote media literacy skills/ goals through analog and digital
production techniques. This study will compare the results of analog and digital production
groups and their experiences with media.
This qualitative research will focus on the importance of learning new media literacy
skills through video production techniques using a video camera and digital editing software on
computer. The participants in two different groups will be asked to produce the same technique,
transition, and special effect.
You will be asked to response to questionnaires, media production exercises, interviews,
as well as your midterm and final projects will be studied. Your homework, journals, midterm,
final projects will be studied as an archival and secondary research material.

Assumptions
You are selected as a possible participant in this study because you are taking “Video
as Educational Technology” course, which involves media production techniques in analog and
digital platforms.
The decision to study educators in this program has been primarily for two reasons. First
of all, participants are specifically interested in new media and technologies since they choose
Technology in education program for their masters. Although the background of the participants
may be quite different, the purpose in selecting this course (Video as Educational Technology)
is an important factor in your participation of this study.
The second reason to select participants from educators who have no prior professional
video production experience is to allow this study to explore the impact of first time media
production activities in gaining media literacy skills.
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Procedures
Methodology will include analysis of media survey, questionnaires, responses to
activities, transcripts of interviews, field notes derived from on-site classroom observations,
video production exercises, midterm and final productions.
The research will take place during the course of taking Video as Educational
Technology course. This course is taught in different locations in the United States. The study
will be conducted in two different sites.
Questionnaires, interviews are meant to be an assessment piece to evaluate the
effectiveness of media literacy activities, and they are designed to measure the participants
understanding of key media literacy skills.

Ethical Considerations
The most important consideration in any study is to respect the lives of those who
participate in the work by their willingness to be observed and interviewed. Securing and
maintaining your anonymity and confidentiality is of the highest importance. You will have an
opportunity to withdraw without pressure if need be. In order to protect participants from any
harm and ensure their rights of privacy, pseudonyms will be used.
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CONSENT FORM
I volunteer to participate in this study and understand that:
1.

I will be interviewed by Melda N. Yildiz after the video production activity.

2.

The questions I will be answering address my views on issues related to media
production in media literacy education. I understand that the primary purpose of this
research is to explore media production activities that increase the awareness and
understanding of media literacy education.

3.

My name will not be used, nor will I be identified personally in any way or at any time. I
understand it will be necessary to identify participants in the dissertation by position and
college affiliation (e.g. a Department Head from the College of Education said...).

4.

I may withdraw from part or all of this study at any time.

5.

I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or other publications.

6.

I understand that the result from this research will be included in Melda N. Yildiz’s
doctoral dissertation and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional
journals for publication and conferences.

7.

I am free to participate or not to participate without prejudice.

8.

Because of the small number of participants, approximately 32,1 understand that there
is some risk that I may be identified as a participant in this study.

9.

You will be offered a copy of this form to keep.

10. If you have any additional questions later. Dr. George E. Forman and Melda N. Yildiz
will be happy to answer them.
Contact information:
Melda N. Yildiz
mvildiz@educ.umass.edu
973-686-0428
30 Traphagen Rd. Apt A
Wayne, NJ 07470

Dr. George E. Forman
geforman@aol.com
413-545-0007
University of Massachusetts
School of Education, Furcolo Hall
Amherst, MA 01003

You are making a decision whether or not to participate. Your signature indicates that you have
read the information provided above and have decided to participate. You may withdraw at any
time without prejudice after signing this form should you choose the discontinue participation in
this study.

Researcher’s Signature Date
Participant’s Signature Date
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APPENDIX B
MEDIA SURVEY

(This survey will be emailed to the participants prior to the course.)
Please answer the following questions. You may print this page to respond to the survey.
Or after you complete the survey, you may save the document and send it to
mvildiz @ educ.umass.edu as an attachment.
What are your expectations from this course (Video as Educational Technology)?

Please list courses taken before (or now, this semester) that are relevant to media
production (not sure? write it down!)

Which of the following media keeps you the most interested and why?
Type of media
_Books
_Internet
_Magazines
_Radio
_TV
Other

Reason

In your personal experience, which one stimulates imagination and creativity? Why?

PRINT

How much do you read each day (books, internet articles, magazines, etc.)?

In general, what's the purpose of your reading?
_Pleasure _Research_Work_Other
Where do you get your reading materials and how often?
_Borrow from the Library
_Buy Books
_Other

How often?
How often?
How often?

Do you pay attention to advertisements in the magazines/ newspapers?
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_Yes
_No
If yes, which do you think you read first, ads or articles?
MOVIES/FILM
What kind of movies do you like?
_Action _Adventure _Comedy _Horror _Science Fiction _Other
How often do you go to movies and rent videos?

TELEVISION
Do you have TV? If no skip to next section.
_Yes_No
Do you own cable/ satellite programming?
_Yes _No
Name three of your favorite television shows. Explain why?

When do you usually watch TV? Approximately how much?

When
_Morning
_Noon
_Evening
_Night
_Weekends
_Other

Duration

Do you pay attention to TV commercial? If yes, what is your favorite type of commercial?
_Yes
_No
MUSIC

While listening to music, you mostly care about:
_The lyrics
_The way music sounds
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_The singer or group

COMPUTER

Characterize yourself as far as your computer experience is concerned:
_Novice_Intermediate_Expert_Other
Describe briefly your computer experience (word processing? web browsing? graphics? on
what level? for how long? what software? etc.)
What purpose do you use computers?
_School _Work_Recreation_other
If you have an Internet access, what purpose do you use Internet?
_Email _Research _Reading news_Entertainment_Other
Have you used computers for:

For what purpose?

_Word processing
_Database/ Spreadsheet
_Digital photo editing software
i.e. Adobe Photoshop
_Digital audio/ video editing software
I.e. Adobe Premiere
_Scanning Software
_Web Design Software
_Multimedia software i.e. HyperStudio
_Other
Have you ever used:

For what purpose?

_Camcorder
_Editing machine (Analog)
_Multimedia Computer
_Any other media equipment (explain)
Where do you get your news?
_TV, which channel (s)?
_Radio, which station (s)?
_Internet
_Other
What other forms of media besides TV do you use for entertainment and for education?
Type of media
_Internet
Radio
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_Books
_Magazines
_Other
If you have to choose one of the following jobs, which one do you choose? And Why?
Profession
_Script Writer
_Producer
_Director
_Editor
_Stage Designer
_Computer Graphics
_Camera Person
_Make-up
_Other

Reason

What is your deHnition of new media literacy?
Name
E-mail
After you complete the survey, please save the document and send an email to Melda N.
Yildiz as an attachment.
Thank you.
Melda N. Yildiz
mvildiz@educ.umass.edu
For online version click here.
Media survey is adopted from Just Think Foundation.
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APPENDIX C
MEDIA LITERACY TREE

In groups of twos and threes, the participants fill in the blanks in a provided
page.
In this exercise, participants explore the definition of media literacy in a tree
metaphor. If media Literacy were a tree what would be the parts of this media literacy
tree?

Limbs
Leaves
Branches
Trunk
Bark
Fruit
Root
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APPENDIX D
COMMERCIAL ANALYSIS
Elements of Media - Production Notes
Objectives
Students will be able to:

•
•
•
•

Identify language and grammar of commercials.
Identify the role of demographics and target markets in advertising.
Examine how advertising represents products through casting, costuming, location, and
music.
Analyze advertising strategies and the values embedded in the commercials.
“Girls, Girls, Girls”

The aim is to develop awareness about print and the newer technologies of
communications so that we can orchestrate them. Without understanding of media languages
and grammars, we cannot hope to achieve a contemporary awareness of the world in which we
live. Marshall McLuhan
If we consider the media has its own grammar and language, what will these elements
be?
McDonald's commercial called "Girls, Girls, Girls" from Production Notes: Fast Food
for Thought by Simon Jason.
Please respond the following questions.
Based on the Commercial clips you have seen:
Who is the target audience?

What's the message?

Who created the message?

What is the purpose of the message?

What techniques are used to attract your attention? Name at least two technical
components and elements of media messages and explain how they influence the content and
impact of the message.

Examples:
•

Role of background music

•

L5^cs

•

Lighting
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•

Sound effects/ music

•

Cuts/ editing

•

Transitions

•

Plot

•

Characters

•

Colors

The class divides into groups with each group assigned to watch the commercial for a
special purpose.
Example:
Group one watches for sound/lyrics: (I provide the lyrics.)
Group two watches for color shapes, and forms.
Group three watches for casts:
Group four watches for setting/ plot.
Depending on the class size, more production elements can be added. (Edits, lighting, costumes,
movement, and other visual elements etc.)
After the second viewing, groups discuss the commercial, and present their findings.
Optional: Show the rest of the segment. The ad will be repeated in slow motion while
the narrator reads notes that the McDonald's ad agency sent to the Production Company before
the ad was produced.
Drs. Pailliotet and Briggs suggest three levels of viewing:
The first time is OBSERVATION. Just watch and catalogue the data. Don't try to
interpret. Describe only.
The second time is INTERPRETATION: The class reviews their data and asks what
they might mean. Question by question, such as, what's the meaning of an event, why is lasted
this long, why what was said was said, and when, why people are grouped or alone, what the
underlying cultural assumptions are, etc.
The third time is EVALUATION AND APPLICATION. The class can consider if what
they saw is what they've read in media literacy studies. They could consider the question, "If you
were the director of this performance, what would you do differently?"
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APPENDIX E
CAMERA PROFICIENCY EXERCISE

FADE IN
Camera Shots
Zoom in and out
Pan left/ right
Dolly left/ right
Tilt up/ down
Jump Cut
Cutaway Shot
Camera Angle
Point of View Shot
Low Angle
High Angle
Overhead shot
Rotation/ upside down
360 degree (rotate slowly, hold camera steady)
180 degree Axis of Action rule
45-degree angle (MTV Shot)
Composition
Use the same shot for the following:
Establishing Shot
Extreme long shot
Long shot
Medium Shot
Close up
Extreme close up (not macro)
Macro (if possible)
Aspect ratio
Rule of Thirds
Head/ Nose room
Framed/ Unframed shot
Transitions
De-focus
re-focus
Swish Pan
Soft Wipe
FADE OUT
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APPENDIX F
DIGITAL EDITING EXERCISE

Terminology
QT/ AVI
Import/ Export Movie or File
Render
RAM
Windows
Timeline
Project
Monitor
Edit
Video
Audio
Title
Graphics
Animation
Composition
Use the same shot for the following:
Establishing Shot
Extreme long shot
Long shot
Medium Shot
Close up
Extreme close up (not macro)
Macro (if possible)
Aspect ratio
Rule of Thirds
Head/ Nose room
Framed/ Unframed shot
Transitions
De-focus
re-focus
Swish Pan
Soft Wipe
Special Effects
Filter
Video Motion/ Rotation
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APPENDIX G
VOILA! ITS MAGIC

j

The following exercise is designed for in-camera editing. You will use the camera to create
magic in this activity.

I

Tips for shooting vour footage:

Write a script and create a storyboard before shooting.
Choose your subject carefully.
j

Shoot more than what you know you will need (make each shot lasts at least 10 seconds).
Shoot at least two takes (times).
Lighting!!!

Ten Techniques to create magic:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using Camera Lens- Zoom in/ zoom out and Close up
Shaky Camera- Rotate the Scene and Change Orientation
Cut and Jump cut
Transition-Swish pan and Soft wipe
Transition- Match action/ color/ shape/ texture by focus/ defocus and fade to black.
Special Effect- Key hole and Blur
Special Effect- Filter
Special Effect- Adding Credits, Title, Graphics and Text
Voice Over and Music

•

Animation: Shoot for a count of 2... move subject... do at least 10 times.

Examples:

All billiard balls all get into holes with one move.
One penny becomes a hundred dollar bill.
Apple gets close to the camera, the camera blurs and it becomes orange when it focuses back.
While Mr. X is talking, we hear Mrs. Y’s voice, or a baby voice.
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VOILA! ITS MAGIC

The following exercise is designed for digital editing. You will use Adobe Premiere non-linear
digital editing software to create magic in this activity.
Before you start editing, write a script and create a storyboard. Integrate the following
techniques in a story.
Techniques

How

Close up and Zoom
in/ zoom out

Clip > Video > Motion > Zoom

Shaky Camera
Effect

Rotate the Scene: Clip > Video > Motion >
Rotation

People walking on the ceiling.

Change Orientation: Clip > Video > Motion >
create various Motion Points.

Earthquake or shaky camera
effect.

Import files into Project window and insert
them on timeline window to edit.

All billiard balls all get into
holes with one move.

Video 2 especially for slides. Video 1 for
videos.

One penny becomes a hundred
dollar bill.

Cut and Jump cut

Example

Distort the image before zoom if necessary.

Transitions
Swish pan

Clip > Filter > Image Pan Filter

Soft wipe

Windows > Show Transitions > Wipe

Match action/ color/
shape/ texture by
focus- defocus

Clip > Video > Filter > Camera Blur Filter

Fade in/out:

Place the clip on Video 2. Click on the triangle
icon to see the red line.

Apple gets close to the camera,
camera blurs and it becomes
orange when it focuses back.

Special Effects
Filter

Clip > Video > Filter > Color balance and/or
brightness and contrast

Adding Credits,
Title, Text, subtitle

To add a new title: File > New > Title or
create a title on a different program and import
it to the project window and use it on the
timeline

Add Graphics,
Images

Key hole: Create a graphic shape like a
keyhole, heart shape, etc import it on project
window and place it on Video 2.
Select Graphic > Clip > Video >
Transparency > Alfa channel and the peeling
picture icon to superimpose.

Voice Over and
Music

Insert music and sound on Audio 1 or 2
channels.

While Mr. X is talking, we hear
Mrs. Y’s voice, or a baby voice.

Animation

Create objects or images that move.

Walking shoes, lunch box.
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VOILA! ITS MAGIC
The following exercise is designed tor on camera editing. In you group, you will use camcorders to create movie magic in this activity.
Before you start editing, write a script and create a storyboard. Integrate the following techniques in a story.

Techniques

How

Example

Close up and Zoom in/
zoom out

By either moving the optical lens ring in front of the
camera or pushing the zoom button with has a T (Tide)
- W (Wide) or (-H)- (-) signs, we can bring the image
closer or further. Pushing the button for T brings the
images closer.

Zoom out from an interesting close-up of an
object to show the details of the object.

Shaky Camera Effect

By moving the camera up down -side to side.

Earthquake or shaky camera effect.

Change Orientation

Moving the camera upside down, giving 45 degree,
etc... Rotate the camera into different positions.

People walking on the ceiling.

Cut and Jump cut

Cut: An instantaneous change from one picture to
another.

All billiard balls all get into holes with one
move.

.Tump Cut: Generally distracting movement, people of
objects on the camera move slightly. Usually cut away
shot used to disguise a jump up.

One penny becomes a hundred dollar bill.

Swish pan

At the end of a scene the camera is panned away so
quickly away from the subject that all you see is a blur.
The next scene can start with the same technique.

Use to create flashbacks. Go left to go back in
time, go right to go to future.

Soft wipe

This effect is created by moving an object with a
straight edge away from the front of the camera lenses.

If done vertically it can suggest a rising or
falling curtain.

Match action/ color/
shape/ texture by
focus- defocus

To defwas/ focus by changing the f(x;us ring.

Apple gets close to the camera, camera blurs
and it becomes orange when it focuses back.

Match action by Fade
in/out

To fade in/ out by push the fade button on the camera.

Transitions

While someone is walking on the street on the first shot
and then on the second shot another person walks at the
same direction to match the action.

Use fade in to start the scene, fade out to end the
scene. Somebcxly who is blind starts seeing the
world. The lights go out gradually.

Special Effects
Using orange filter may signify the past.
Filter

Use different colors of clear plastics, saran wrap in
front of the lenses.

Blur

Blur special areas: The student puts Vaseline over a
saran wrap and place it in front of the lens.

Adding Credits, Title,
Text, subtitle

Add words or symbols on clear acetate sheets by
holding it in front of lens to superimpose. Videotape
any graphic or written text for credits/ title. Bring
outside text/ graphics/ pictures. Project images on a
screen and videotape them: Slides, 16mm film, posters.

Add Graphics, Images

Make a graphic with a keyhole cut out and position the
subject lined up through the keyhole.
Change the tone of die voice, or background music
while an image is being shown.

Voice Over and Music

To create an effect of somelxxly’s dream or
imagination.
Somelxxlv Uxising vision.

Camera looks through a keyhole or a heart
shape.
While Mr. X is talking, we hear Mrs. Y’s voice,
or a baby voice.

While one image, object, person is being videotaped;
participants may record a sound source.
Animation

Shoot for a count of 2/ 3 sec. Pause camera (not stop
recording).... move subject... do at least 10 times. Keep
frame rigid and background the same.
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Walking shoes, lunch box.

APPENDIX H
GROUP WORK

Group Name:_Your name:_
In this exercise, we differentiate the components of visual language by looking
at each group’s Magic Exercise. Please identify the shots, transitions, special effects,
and give an example where each technique can be used.

Example:
1

Zoom in.

Technique

Give a sense of beginning a story, a start. It can be used
to indicate entering or leaving a particular place.

Where can be used

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
0
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APPENDIX I

MEDIA LITERACY ACTIVITIES^
Sound and Music

Theodore Tugboat centers on the friendships and adventures of Theodore, Emily, George, Hank, and
Fudock.
Imagining Voices
Look at the picture of the characters and read the description of each character. Imagine what the
character would they sound like if they said “Hello, I’m_What would they sound they if they were
angry? How about if they were excited?
We will ask for volunteers to share the voice they imagined- use the opportunity to introduce
participants to the “cast” of Theodore the Tugboat.
Please answer the following questions individually.
•

What assumptions did you make about how a character would sound?

•

Where did those assumptions come from?

•

Did you give a character an accent?

•

Would the voice change if the character was named “’’Henri” or “Henrik” instead of “Hank”?

xi

http://pbskids.org/tugboat/
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Hank

George

| Foduck
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Hank is energetic and curious. As
Foduck is the safety tug and tends
George is the largest of the tugs
the youngest, he is sometimes
to be serious most of the time.
and tends to be a bit show-off, but
jealous of the bigger tugboats and
he has a good heart.
the biggest enthusiast of the
group.

Dispatcher

Theodore

Emily
•

■X

g>rM

«
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Dispatcher runs the Great Ocean
Tug and Salvage Company where Emily is smart and skilled. The
all the tugs work. He gives the
others admire her.
tugs their assignments and helps
them solve problems.
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Theodore is everyone's friend. He
pays attention to how others feel
and what they need.

Identifying Shots

Part 1:
Please write the correct terms with the shots they identify.

This shot is a

This shot is a

This shot is a

Pretend you are a director. What kind of shot would you use to show and WHY:

The neighborhood you live in?

How someone feels when he or she gets a present?

You and a friend playing a game?

Your mother or father cooking dinner?

Theodore heading off to meet a new barge?

A big mountain?
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Part 2:
In this exercise, we will differentiate components of visual language by using video clips 1-11.
Please name the shot shown.
Video Clip

Name of the Shot

1

Example: zoom in, dissolve.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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Exploring Point of View
Different people see things in different ways, so to fully interpret a story it is important to learn
to identify who is telling the tale. The activity below can help children get a sense of how the
camera tells stories from a particular point of view.
Can you match each character (on the left) with what they see (on the right)?

Benjamin Bridge
t

Bedford Buoy

^

Foduck

(lease add an example with simple drawing below.
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I

Role of background music

After viewing each video clip, please describe what you think is going on.

Video

Description

Clip
1

2

For each music segment, please list adjectives or emotions suggested by the music or predict what
images are being shown when this particular music is played.

Music

Emotion

Adjective

Description

Clip
1

2

3

4

•

Point out how sound effects can help you identify location.
How music can indicate an emotion or mood.
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Production Values
Characters
Write down the names of program that you think the following people watch.
Yourself
An 8-year-old
A grandparent
A teenager
A single female in her 20s
A single male in his 20s
On prime time TV, what percentages of all characters are? Describe how these
characters are portrayed in the media, what jobs may they have, what they wear.
Character
Percentage
Description
Female
African American
Asian American
Professionals
Managerial jobs
Healthy
Ultra wealthy
Scientist
Muslim
Disabled
Overweight
4

Senior Citizen
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APPENDIX J
REFLECTION/ QUESTIONNAIRE
Name.
Question 1:
What is your main teaching subject? For how long have you been teaching your subject?

Question 2:
How do you integrate media in your curriculum?

Question 3:
What role do the media play in the lives of your students and/ or children?

Question 4:
What are three phases of video production?

Question 5:
What do you think of the following sayings?
The camera never lies’
'Seeing is believing’
"What you see is what you get'

Question 6:
What difference did media activities/ magic exercise make in your response to media (in
general)?

Question 7:
What effect does the magic exercise on your TV viewing?

Question 8:
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Please explain how the media activities in the first weekend influenced your teaching this past
month or your plans for change next semester?

Question 9:
Please state your response to the medium you used for the magic exercise. Explain your
discoveries and frustration with the equipment.

Question 10:
Colors convey symbolic meaning that evokes a wide range of emotional responses. The
style of lighting sets the tone and helps focus our attention. It supports moods and themes on the
production and impacts of our emotions._
What types of lighting/ filter you used in your magic exercise: dim, bright, hard, soft? Why?

Question 11:
How do you think the lighting, different colors of filter support the mood and theme of the
production?

Question 12:
Transitions and Special Effects are technical activities that are manipulated and combined to
deliver images._
Why does the media communicator use transitions/ special effects?
What emotions do the transitions/ special effects evoke?_

Question 13:_
What are the roles of transitions/ special effects in your Magic Exercise?
What difference does it make if another transition were used?

Question 14:
What is the relationship between the created world of transitions/ special effects and the real
world?

_

Question 15:
Angle refers to the position the camera takes in viewing the object or subject on the screen.
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How does the use of angles reinforce the themes in the presentation? Explain.
Question 16:
What type of camera movement you used/ selected for your magic exercise? Why? (Up or
down, side to side)
How does the camera follow subject/ object on the screen?

Question 17:
For the first time in human history, most of the stories are told not by the parent, not by the
school, church, tribe or the community and in many places not even by the native country, but by
a relatively small and shrinking group of global conglomerates who have something to say.
George Gerbner_
What does this quote tell you?

Question 18:
Where do you get your media stories? Explain.

Question 19:
Whose view is missing in media stories? Why?

Question 20:
Who tells the media stories?

Question 21:
Please list your suggestions/ commends/ reflections for the magic exercise.

Question 22:
Please respond to the video course in general.

Question 23:
What is your definition of new media literacy?
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APPENDIX K
NEWS ANALYSIS AND DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES

Daisy and the Rotarians
Watch a segment of a local evening news, News 40 in Springfield, MA (ABC).
Puerto Rican woman from Holyoke Massachusetts, a graduate of Boston
University, who had been awarded a Rotary scholarship.
Watch the news clip and answer the following questions? Students will receive
a handout called Starting Questions.
What was the story about?

Who were the main characters?
What were the main events?
Whose story is it?

What lifestyles, values, and points of view are represented?
How might different people interpret this message differently?
What is omitted from the message?
If we want to re-write this story from Daisy’s point of view, how does this story
change? Likewise, in groups of twos and threes, participants pick a different
perspective and rewrite the news story. Example: A student who applied or will apply
for the scholarship. Daisy's mother/ boy friend/ etc.
Discuss how and why is different from the others.
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APPENDIX L
VIOLENCE ON MEDIA- KILLING SCREENS
Goal. To help students recognize the distortions and problems produced by television's
frequent portrayals of violence.
a)

TV in action-adventure programming, cartoons, and in News and documentaries
graphically depict on a daily basis far more acts of aggression and violence than
most of us will encounter over a lifetime.

b)

Because such violence is often part of interesting action and adventure stories and
horrible consequences of aggressive acts are rarely depicted, viewers may simply
regard such behavior as exciting.

c)

Heavy TV viewers are also likely to view the world as a "Mean and scary place".
Activities:

Discuss the definition of action, adventure, aggression, assertiveness, and violence. Give
example of violence on TV. Show the edited segments of the video "THE KILLING
SCREENS". Participants will respond each segment using the following questions. Then they
discuss their answers in class.
Television researcher George Gerbner once remarked that violence is not an inner
impulse gone out of control; violence is a cultural style. He defines violence as the "overt
expression of physical force, with or without a weapon, against self or other, compelling action
against one's will on pain of being hurt or killed, or actually hurting or killing".
Please answer the following questions:
Result of the research: The more TV we watch, the more_
Part One: Stories of Power
Who produces TV?_
Who tells the story?_
Whose story is this?_
What elements tend to be missing from the TV representation?_
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Part Two: Happy Violence
Violence appears in art as well as in the mass media. For example, Shakespeare's Macbeth
contains many scenes that are bloody and violent. What is the difference between violence on
media and violence in art?__
Do you find the violence on media funny, frightening, or sad? Discuss the concept of "Happy
Violence" in film and TV. ___
Part Three: Accelerating violence
"Violence in media is very profitable world-wide." Explain what this means.

Have you ever witnessed or participated in any real life violence? Compare your experience with
ways in which violence is presented in movies or TV._
Why are there so many police and crime dramas on TV? Are they realistic? What is their appeal?

Part Four: Violence is a social relationship
Who are the victims of violence? (Discuss the age/ race/ sex)_
Who are the victimizers?_
Types of violence you see on media:

_

_

_

How successful the use of violence in solving our conflicts?_
Part Five: The lessons of violence
List some of the consequences of violence on media._
Have the results of the violence been portrayed realistically? (For example, do you ever see the
victims who may be still suffering at a later time?)__
Obviously this program is biased against violence on TV/film. What views/ attitudes are not
represented here._

■___
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APPENDIX M
VIDEO AS EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Course Description
The focus of this course is media literacy and digital video editing using stills, video, and audio.
The class discusses and views examples of how visual images and sound are used to convey
messages and persuade viewers in advertising and in the news. Media Literacy classroom
applications and techniques are addressed. Legal and ethical issues are examined as well as the
role of visual media within the word-centered tradition of present curricula.
Key assignments: 2 threads: Media Literacy- Digital Video editing
Key Skills/ Concepts/ Understanding:
Analysis of bias and persuasive techniques in TV, movies, print
Creation of a digital video using media literacy concepts
Key Software/ Specialized Hardware:
Adobe Premiere- Video Digitizing Software
Kaboom- Sound edit software
Adobe Photoshop- Image Editing, Drawing and Painting Software, also used for scanning
images and photos.
Assumptions: Participants have taken courses on multimedia and Internet. They must have
taken an introductory computer software course or show ability in basic computer skills. "Video
as an educational technology" course is one of the last courses that they take in the program. For
some, this course is an elective course for their program. This course is not for beginner level of
computer users. Students must have an Internet access.
Requirements: Students are required to attend every weekend. Class Discussion List on the
Web is required. Students will be encouraged to find a comfortable platform to share their
reading/ resources/... If they have not have an internet access they can send an email to group or
xeroxing the information for class, or any other suggested way to communicate and share
information. Students are required to subscribe to any listserv of their interest and introduce the
listserv to the class.
Grading will be based on: Assignments Requirements (attendance/ listserv participation based
on required readings) Group Project in Class Final Project
Students will receive R for each required activity to fulfill the requirements of this course.
Misc.: Students encourage to bring their camcorder or digital cameras, etc. that they are using in
their school so that they can start using their own material.
The course will offer/ suggest creative strategies for producing media in classrooms with limited
resources and equipment. Bells and whistles are not the goal of the production, but the process
to think and create a product/ project is the emphasis. Goal is not to learn the software in detail
but be able to experience/ have a sense of the process of a media production. Simple solutions
and techniques will be introduced or recommended. Language and grammar of media
(identifiable techniques) will be discussed in class during the media making process.
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Some of the sub topics/teams, I would like to explore/integrate: Violence on TV and the effects
on the youth, minorities, Commercials in our lives. Our reliable sources for news. Love and
hate relationship with Disney, How to use the internet as a learning/ sharing tool.
Some of the software I would like to explore/ use: Adobe Premiere (video), Adobe Photoshop
(picture), Macromedia Director (movie), WebCT (web communication), HyperStudio
(multimedia).
There will be room for individual versus group projects. Technology will provide us many tools
to use, but also puts us in a position that we need to be a producer, camera person, editor, etc. in
our multimedia presentations. In-group projects, participants can share these responsibilities.
Participants will be required to make extra effort to share and produce projects using various
technology (paper to communication software). Reflection and journal writing will be
recommended.
I know a course like I will be teaching may not have enough time to it. Some of the ideas of
resources will be shared with the participants to explore for their own projects and research.
Curriculum Objectives and Goal:
General goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to integrate of technology and multicultural education in the classroom.
Use technology as a catalyst for educational reform.
Reflection on classroom practice so as to use technology effectively and with vision.
Work with the cutting edge technology with have educational implications.
Promote the educational philosophy of hands-on, student centered learning in a fully
integrated environment.
Prepare teachers to become leaders in the educational applications of technology and
keep pace with changing technology.

Objectives of the course:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Develop skills in critically analyzing print, audio, and video messages.
Define literacy in an information age. Examine and analyze the media literacy
movement including rationale for media literacy curriculum in multicultural education.
Examine current print and digital media copyright issues as they pertain to society in
general and the classroom in particular.
Examine the process of using digital video/ audio editing systems as classroom tools.
Integrate the use of computers and multimedia software in an instructional context.
Participate in design and production processes while exploring methods for structuring
similar classroom based activities.
Produce audio/video digital projects. (Process will be emphasize during the course not
the product.)
Research and present classroom strategies and resources for integrating critical thinking
and critical viewing across the curriculum: in language arts, social studies, health, the
arts and humanities, even science and math.

ATTENDANCE: This class is for 3 credits and is equivalent to 45 in-class hours of graduate level
study. Attendance for all sessions is required
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Eligibility for Grade Reconsideration or Incomplete:
Keep a disk copy of each project for your own reference as you may have the option to revise your
project in response to the instructor’s comments regarding a failing grade. If your project is not at
passing graduate level, your project may be returned, and you may resubmit it for a grade
reconsideration, not to exceed the minimum-passing grade.
Time Extensions and Incomplete Grades:
Extensions of time require instructor approval and must be requested, in writing, before the one month
Project period has expired. Incomplete grades will be recorded in instances where the time has been
extended or when final projects are judged to be incomplete.
Incomplete grades must be submitted with adequate time for grading so that grades may be recorded
by April 1st for Fall semester and/or January courses. Spring and summer course grades must be
submitted by December 1st. Any extension of the Incomplete make-up time period policy requires
the Registrar’s approval of a student’s petition initiated prior to the normal expiration date.
All Incomplete grades not made up before the deadline remain on the student’s transcript as an “I”
grade and the course must be repeated by the student (quite possibly involving attending the course
on campus or travel to some distant site).
Class Make-Up Policy
In the event of severely inclement weather, students will be notified through the site coordinator of
such a change and of the times when the class is rescheduled to fulfill the required hours.
In the event of an extreme personal emergency, individual students must confer with the instructor
to arrange fulfillment of the required hours.
Policy on Students With Disabilities
Lesley University is committed to ensuring the full participation of all students in its programs.
Accordingly, if a student has a documented disability, and, as a result, needs some accommodation
to complete course requirements, he/she should inform the instructor at the beginning of the course.
For further information about services through Lesley University for students with disabilities,
contact the Office of Student Affairs on the main campus at (617) 349-8544 (TTD) or (617) 349-8543
(voice)
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APPENDIX N
xii

STARTING QUESTIONS

WHO is
communicating
what, and
Why?

MEDIA AGENCIES

Who produces a text; roles in production
process; media institutions; economics and
ideology; intentions and results.

MEDIA CATEGORIES

Different media (TV, magazine, Internet);
genres or forms (documentary, advertising,
science fiction, soap opera,..); other ways of
categorizing texts; how categorization relates
to understanding.

HOW is it
produced?

MEDIA
TECHNOLOGIES

What kinds of technologies are available to
whom, how to use them, the differences they
make to the production processes as well as
the final product.

HOW do we
know what it
means?

MEDIA LANGUAGES

How the media produce meanings; codes, and
conventions; narrative structures.

WHO receives
it, and what
sense do they
• make of it?

MEDIA AUDIENCES

How audiences are identified, constructed,
addressed and reached; how audiences find,
choose, consume and respond to texts.

j How does it
PRESENT its
subject?

MEDIA
REPRESENTATIONS

The relation between media texts and actual
places, people, events, ideas; stereotyping and
its consequences.

WHAT TYPE
of text is it?

Key Areas of Knowledge & Understanding http://www.med.sc.edu:1081/bfLhtm
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APPENDIX O
xili

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Adobe Premiere: Digital Editing Software. It allows non-linear editing.
Analog: Electric signal that is constantly varying in some proportion to either sound, light, or a
radio frequency.
Animation: By using single-frame recording techniques to make static images or objects appear
to move.
Aspect ratio: The width-to-height ratio of an image.
CA: Abbreviation for Camera Group
CD-ROM: Compact Disc-read only memory: A pre-recorded, nonerasable disc that stores over
650 MB of digital data.
Claymation:
Close-up: Tightly framed camera shot in which principal subject is viewed at close range,
appearing relatively large and dominant on screen. Extent of view may be designated "medium
close-up" or "extreme close-up."
CO: Abbreviation for Computer Group
Composition: Visual makeup of a video picture, including such variables as balance, framing,
field of view, and texture—all aesthetic considerations. Combined qualities form image that's
pleasing to view, and effectively communicates.
Compression: Techniques used to store video with less bits and therefore less disk storage
space.
Continuity: [hvisual] Logical succession of recorded or edited events, necessitating consistent
placement of props, positioning of characters, and progression of time.
[2:directional] Consistency in camera-subject relationships, to avoid confusing a viewer's
perspective.
Cut: [1] Instantaneous change from one shot to another.
[2] Director's command to immediately terminate on-camera action and recording.

xiii

Some of these terms are adopted from http://www.videomaker.com
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Cutaway. Shot of other than principal action (but peripherally related); frequently used as
transitional footage or to avoid a jump cut.
Digital. Binary based, constant-amplitude signals varying in time. Provides signal recording
without noise or distortion.
Digital video. Video that is stored in bits and bytes on a computer. It can be manipulated and
displayed on a computer screen.
Digitize. To create a digital equivalent of a analog image by sampling and converting the binary
system.
Digitizing; The process of converting an analog signal into a digital signal.
Dissolve: Image transition effect of one picture gradually disappearing as another appears.
Analogous to audio and lighting cross-fade.
Dolly: Camera support mounted on wheels enabling smooth movement in any direction.
DV: Digital Video
Edit: Process or result of selectively recording video and/or audio on finished videotape.
Typically involves reviewing raw footage and transferring desired segments from original
tape(s) onto new tape in a predetermined sequence.
Establishing shot: Opening picture of a program or scene. Usually a wide and/or distant
perspective, orients viewer to overall setting and surroundings.
Fade: Gradual diminishing or heightening of visual and/or audio intensity. "Fade out" or "fade to
black," "fade in" or "up from black" are common terms.
Filter: Transparent material, typically glass, mounted at front of camcorder lens to regulate light
passing through. Manipulates colors and image patterns, often for special-effect purposes.
Frame: One video picture.
Frame rate: Number of frames displayed each second.
Framing: Act of composing a shot in the camcorder's viewfinder for desired content, angle, and
field of view-overall composition.
Headroom: Space between the top of a subject's head and a monitor's upper screen edge. Always
leave some headroom.
In-camera editing: Assembling finished program "on the fly" as you videotape, performed simply
by activating and pausing camcorder's record function. Reduces or eliminates post-production
work, but allows less control over finished program and usually imposes quality concessions.
JPEG: Joint Photographic Expert Group. Standardization for motion video compression.
Jump cut: An instantaneous video transition between two scenes that have identical subjects in
slightly different screen locations. Makes subject appear to jump within the screen. Remedied
with cutaway.
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Long shot: Camera view of a subject or scene, usually from a distance, showing a broad
perspective.
Macro: Lens capable of extreme close-up focusing, useful for intimate views of small subjects.
Medium shot: Defines any camera perspective between long shot and close-up, whereby
subjects are viewed from medium distance.
MPEG: Motion Picture Coding Expert Group. Standardization of still image compression.
Monitor Window: Windows for previewing the original (source) or edited version of the clips
that are generated on the timeline. See the example below.
H Adobe Premiere

File

Edit

Project

Clip

-

Timeline

Window

Help

Figure O-1: Monitor Window
Motion: CO group used motion function that is under clip menu in Adobe Premiere 5.1
software. (Clip> Video options> Motion) See Figure 0-2.
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7

^ Adobe Premiere
RIe

Edit

Project | Clip

Timeline

Window

-

-iisixi

Help

Figure 0-2: Motion Function
NTSC: National Television Systems Committee. The committee formulated the United States
standard of 525 horizontal lines per frame at 30 frames per second.
Open video: Just like hypertext, digital video production projects can be edited over and over.
Video projects never completely finish.
Overlay: Graphic or text over the video.
Pan: A camera move that pivots the camera horizontally, right to left or left to right, trom a
stationary position. Follows a subject, redirects viewer's attention from one subject to another,
shows relationships between subjects, or scans subjects too large to fit into one shot.
Pixel: A single dot or point of an image on a computer screen.
Point of view (POV): Shot perspective in which the camera assumes the position of an actor,
allowing viewers to see what the actor sees as if through his/her/its eyes.
Post production (post): Any video production activity performed after the acquisition is
complete. Typically involves editing, addition of background music, narration, sound effects,
titles, and/or various electronic visual effects.
Project Window: It is a window in Adobe Premiere project to store imported images, documents
to work in Timeline Window. See the Figure 0-3.
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Figure 0-3: Project Window
QuickTime: A file format that allows Macintosh computers to compress and play digitized
video.
Resolution: The sharpness and clarity of a computer screen.
Rule of thirds: Composition rule stating that a scene is most appealing to the eye if its primary
elements appear at certain points on the screen. It divides the screen into thirds vertically and
horizontally, like a tic-tac-toe game, and places important elements wherever the imaginary lines
intersect.
Script: Text specifying content of a production or performance, used as a guide. May include
character and setting profiles, production directives (audio, lighting, scenery, camera moves), as
well as dialogue to be recited by talent.
Shot: A single recorded segment of video, defined primarily by the record button on the
camcorder. More strictly speaking, shots are intentional, isolated camera views that collectively
comprise a scene.
Soundtrack: The audio portion of a video recording, often including voiceover, background
music, sound effects, etc.
Storyboard: Series of cartoon-like sketches illustrating key visual parts (shots, scenes) of
planned production, accompanied by corresponding audio information.
Timeline Window: In Adobe Premiere software, it is a window to insert the sequence of the
Video and Audio clips in a time-based area.

^
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Figure 0-4; Timeline Window
3 Adobe Premiere
RIe

Edit

Reject

Clip

Timefine

Window

Help

Figure 0-5: Audio and Video Clips
Tilt: A camera move that pivots the camera vertically, up or down, from a stationary position and
height. Follows movement, contrasts differences in size between two subjects, or gives viewer
point-of-view sense of a subject’s height.
Titling: Process or result of incorporating on-screen text to video; used for credits, captions, or
any other alphanumeric communication to video viewers.
Transparency: CO group used transparency function that is under clip menu in Adobe Premiere
5.1 software. (Clip> video options> transparency) See Figure 6.
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Figure 0-6: Transparency
VGA: Video Graphics array.
Voiceover: Narration accompanying picture, heard above background sound or music, without
narrator seen on camera. Typically added during post-production.
Zoom: To change the focal length of a zoom lens, from wide-angle to telephoto, and vice versa.
"Zoom in" means to increase the focal length toward the telephoto setting. "Zoom out" means to
decrease the focal length toward the wide-angle setting.
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APPENDIX P
MEDIA LITEACY (EDUCATION) STANDARDS

NETS (National Educational Technology Standards)
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION (ISTE)
Educational Computing and Technology Programs: Technology Facilitation Initial
Endorsement
INTRODUCTION
Technology Facilitation (TF)— Initial Endorsement Standards
Educational Computing and Technology Facilitation (TF) endorsement programs meeting ISTE standards
will prepare candidates to serve as building/campus-level technology facilitators. Candidates completing this
program will exhibit knowledge, skills, and dispositions equipping them to teach technology applications;
demonstrate effective use of technology to support student learning of content; and provide professional
development, mentoring, and basic technical assistance for other teachers who require support in their efforts
to apply technology to support student learning.
The International Society for Technology in Education recognizes that educational computing and technology
foundations are essential for all teachers. ISTE also acknowledges educational computing and technology
specialty areas beyond these foundations and has established program standards for initial and advanced
programs. These program standards will assist teacher education units, and professional organizations and
agencies in understanding and evaluating the educational preparation needed for specialization within the
field.
Technology Facilitation Standard III. (TF-III)
Teaching, Learning, and the Curriculum. Educational technology facilitators apply and implement
curriculum plans that include methods and strategies for utilizing technology to maximize student
learning. Educational technology facilitators:
TF-III.A. Facilitate technology-enhanced experiences that address content standards and student
technology standards. Candidates:
5. Design methods and model strategies for teaching concepts and skills that support use of media-based
tools such as television, audio, print media, and graphics.
Technology Facilitation Standard V. (TF-V)
Productivity and Professional Practice. Educational technology facilitators apply technology to enhance and
improve personal productivity and professional practice. Educational technology facilitators:

TF-V.C. Apply technology to increase productivity. Candidates:
5. Use instructional design principles to develop hypermedia and multimedia products to support
personal and professional development.
TF-V.D. Use technology to communicate and collaborate with peers, parents, and the larger
community in order to nurture student learning. Candidates:
1. Model the use of telecommunications tools and resources for information sharing, remote information
access, and multimedia/hypermedia publishing in order to nurture student learning.
2. Use local mass storage devices and media to store and retrieve information and resources.
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4. Model integration of software used in classroom and administrative settings including productivity
tools, information access/telecommunication tools, multimedia/hypermedia tools, school management
tools, evaluation/portfolio tools, and computer-based instruction.

Massachusetts Curriculum Framework

MA DOE website http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/ela0Q/ela012201.doc
Subject: English Language Arts
Strand : Media

The Learning Standards in the Media Strand set the expectation that students will become effective users
of electronic media.
Standard 26: Analysis of Media: Students will identify, analyze, and apply knowledge of the

conventions, elements, and techniques of film, radio, video, television, multimedia productions, the
Internet, and other technologies, and provide evidence to support their understanding.
The electronic mass media developed during the last century—radio, film, video, television, and
multimedia—have the capacity to convey information, entertain, and persuade in ways that are distinctly
different from print media. In English language arts classes students have traditionally learned to analyze
how an author chooses words and manipulates language. Given the prevalence of media in their lives,
students also need to be able to analyze how images, sound, and text are used together effectively in the
hands of a skillful film director or website designer.
Grade : Grades PreK-2
Learning Standard 26.1: Identify techniques used in television (actors, animation, close-ups, wide-

angle shots, sound effects, music, graphics) and use their knowledge of these techniques to distinguish
between facts and misleading information.
Grade : Grades 3-4
Learning Standard 26.2: Compare stories in print with their filmed adaptations, describing the

similarities and differences in the portrayal of characters, plot, and settings.
Grade : Grades 5-6
Learning Standard 26.3: Identify techniques used in educational reference software and websites and

describe how these techniques are the same or different from the techniques used by authors and
illustrators of print materials.
Grade : Grades 7-8
Learning Standard 26.4: Analyze the effect on the reader’s or viewer’s emotions of text and image in

print journalism, and images, sound, and text in electronic journalism, distinguishing techniques used in
each to achieve these effects.
Grade : Grades 9-10
Learning Standard 26.5: Analyze visual or aural techniques used in a media message for a particular

audience and evaluate their effectiveness.
Grade : Grades 11-12
Learning Standard 26.6: Identify the aesthetic effects of a media presentation and identify and evaluate

the techniques used to create them.
Standard 27: Media Production: Students will design and create coherent media productions (audio,

video, television, multimedia, Internet, and other technologies) with a clear controlling idea, adequate
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detail, and appropriate consideration of audience, purpose, and medium.
Students grow up surrounded by television, movies, and the Internet. The availability in schools of
recording and editing equipment and computers offers students opportunities to combine text, images,
and sounds in their reports and creative works. Putting together an effective media production — whether
a relatively simple radio play or a complex film documentary - entails as much discipline and satisfaction
as writing a good essay. Both require clarity of purpose, selectivity in editing, and knowledge of the
expressive possibilities of the medium used.
Grade : Grades 5-6
Learning Standard 27.3: Create a media production using effective images, text, music, sound effects,

or graphics.
Grade : Grades 7-8
Learning Standard 27.4: Create media presentations and written reports on the same subject and
compare the differences in effects of each.
Learning Standard 27.5: Use criteria to assess the effectiveness of media presentations.
Grade : Grades 9-10
Learning Standard 27.6: Create media presentations that effectively use graphics, images and/or sound

to present a distinctive point of view on a topic.
Learning Standard 27.7: Develop and apply criteria for assessing the effectiveness of the presentation,
style, and content of films and other forms of electronic communication.
Grade : Grades 11-12
Learning Standard 27.8: Create coherent media productions that synthesize information from several

sources.

Wisconsin Model Academic Standards for English Language Arts

Subject: Information and Technology Literacy
Content Standard A.: Media and Technology

Students in Wisconsin will select and use media and technology to access, organize, create, and
communicate information for solving problems and constructing new knowledge, products, and systems.
Success in the 21st century will depend upon an understanding of and the capability to use current and
emerging media and technology. The following performance standards list the behaviors which show that
students recognize the various types of media and technology, know how to operate and use these
technologies, and make sound judgments regarding the most effective technologies to use in specific
situations. As the growth of media and technology continues to escalate, students meeting these
performance standards will be better prepared to continue to learn and utilize them for the analysis,
construction, and presentation of knowledge.
Grade : End of grade 4
Performance Standard A.4.1: Use common media and technology terminology and equipment

•

identify and define basic computer terminology (e.g., software, hardware, cursor,
startup/shutdown, storage medium, file, memory)

•

identify and explain the functions of the components of a computer system (e.g., monitor,
central processing unit, storage devices, keyboard, mouse, printer)

•

demonstrate proper care and correct use of media and equipment
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•

demonstrate the correct use of input devices (e.g., mouse, keyboard) and output devices (e.g.,
monitor, printer, speakers)

•

develop touch keyboarding techniques using both hands

•

save and backup files on a computer hard drive, storage medium, or server

•

demonstrate the use of still and video cameras and scanners

•

solve problems using the basic four arithmetic functions of a calculator when appropriate

•

operate basic audio and video equipment to listen to and view media programs

Performance Standard A.4.2; Identify and use common media formats
•

identify the wide variety of current media formats (e.g., video programs, magazines, computer
software, audio cassettes, CD-ROM and DVD, newspapers, books, the Internet)

•

recognize the common organizational characteristics of print media (e.g., title page, table of
contents, copyright statement, index)

•

differentiate among the common types of computer software (e.g., drawing programs, utilities,
word processing, simulations)

•

listen to and view common audio and video media

•

access information using common electronic reference sources (e.g., indexes, almanacs, on-line
catalogs, encyclopedias)

•

describe the purpose and use of a virus detection program

•

demonstrate how to open and run a software program from a local storage device or network
server

,

•

create, save, move, copy, retrieve, and delete electronic files

•

incorporate graphics, pictures, and sound into another document

i

'

j

Performance Standard A.4.3: Use a computer and productivity software to organize and create

i

information

\

•

i

i

identify and define basic word processing terminology (e.g., cursor, open, save, file, I-beam,
window, document, cut, copy, paste)

•

produce a document using a word processing program

•

edit a word-processed document using a spell checker

•

demonstrate the text editing features of a word processing program (e.g., bold face, italics,
underline, double spacing, different size and style of fonts) to produce a finished product

•

explore special formatting features (e.g., borders, shading, centering, justification) of a word
processing program

•

identify a database and define basic database terms (e.g., file, record, field)

•

use a prepared database template to enter and edit data, and to locate records
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•

identify a spreadsheet and explain basic spreadsheet terms (e.g., column, row, cell)

•

use a prepared spreadsheet template to enter and edit data, and to produce and interpret a simple
graph or chart

Performance Standard A.4.4: Use a computer and communications software to access and transmit

information
•

describe and explain an on-line information network

•

generate, send, retrieve, save, and organize electronic messages

•

log on and view information from preselected sites on the Internet

•

use the functions of a web browser to navigate and save World Wide Web sites

•

identify and use simple search engines and directories

Performance Standard A.4.5: Use media and technology to create and present information

•

use draw, paint or graphics software to create simple signs, posters, banners, charts, visuals, etc.

•

plan a multimedia production using an outline or storyboard

•

create and present a short video or hypermedia program

Performance Standard A.4.6: Evaluate the use of media and technology in a production or presentation

•

identify the media and technology used

•

explain how well the media and technology contributed to its impact

•

identify simple criteria forjudging the quality of a production or presentation

•

judge how well a particular production meets the identified criteria

•

suggest ways to improve future productions or presentations

Grade : End of grade 8
Performance Standard A.8.1: Use common media and technology terminology and equipment

•

identify and define computer and networking terms (e.g., modem, file server, client station,
LAN, Internet/Intranet, data storage device)

•

demonstrate the correct operation of a computer system on a network

•

demonstrate touch keyboarding skills at acceptable speed and accuracy levels (suggested range
20-25 wpm)

•

organize and backup files on a computer disk, drive, server, or other storage device

•

recognize and solve routine computer hardware and software problems

•

use basic content-specific tools (e.g., environmental probes, measurement sensors) to provide
evidence/support in a class project
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•

scan, crop, and save a graphic using a scanner, digital camera, or other digitizing equipment

•

use simple graphing calculator functions to solve a problem

•

capture, edit, and combine video segments using a multimedia computer with editing software
or a video editing system

Performance Standard A.8.2: Identify and use common media formats

•

describe the operating and file management software of a computer (e.g., desktop, file, window,
folder, directory, pull-down menu, dialog box)

•

identify the various organizational patterns used in different kinds of reference books

•

define the basic types of learning software (e.g., drill and practice, tutorial, simulation)

•

use electronic encyclopedias, almanacs, indexes, and catalogs to retrieve and select information

•

describe the various applications of productivity software programs (e.g., word processing,
database, spreadsheet, presentation, communication, drawing, desktop publishing)

•

identify common integrated software packages or applications suites

•

use a graphics program to create or modify detail to an image or picture

Performance Standard A.8.3: Use a computer and productivity software to organize and create

information
•

explain the use of basic word processing functions (e.g., menu, tool bars, dialog boxes, radio
buttons, spell checker, thesaurus, page layout, headers and footers, word count, tabs)

•

use the spell checker and thesaurus functions of a word processing program

•

move textual and graphics data from one document to another

•

use graphics software to import pictures, images, and charts into documents

•

use a graphical organizer program to construct outlines or webs that organize ideas and
information

•

compose a class report using advanced text formatting and layout styles (e.g., single and double
spacing, different size and style of fonts, indents, headers and footers, pagination, table of
contents, bibliography)

•

classify collected data and construct a simple database by defining fields, entering and sorting
data, and producing a report

•

construct a simple spreadsheet, enter data, and interpret the information

•

plot and use different types of charts and graphs (e.g., line, bar. stacked, scatter diagram, area,
pie charts, pictogram) from a spreadsheet program

•

incorporate database and spreadsheet information (e.g., charts, graphs, lists) in word-processed
documents

Performance Standard A.8.4: Use a computer and communications software to access and transmit

information
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•

define basic on-line searching and Internet terminology (e.g., website, HTML, home page,
hypertext link, bookmark, URL address)

•

send an e-mail message with an attachment to several persons simultaneously

•

access information using a modem or network connection to the Internet or other on-line
information services

•

view, print, save, and open a document from the Internet or other on-line sources

•

use basic search engines and directories to locate resources on a specific topic

•

demonstrate efficient Internet navigation

•

organize World Wide Web bookmarks by subject or topic

Performance Standard A.8.5: Use media and technology to create and present information
•

use draw, paint, or graphics software to create visuals that will enhance a class project or report

•

design and produce a multimedia program

•

plan and deliver a presentation using media and technology appropriate to topic, audience,
purpose, or content

Performance Standard A.8.6: Evaluate the use of media and technology in a production or presentation
•

determine the purpose of a specific production or presentation

•

describe the effectiveness of the media and technology used in a production or presentation

•

identify criteria forjudging the technical quality of a production or presentation

•

judge how well the production or presentation meets identified criteria

•

recommend ways to improve future productions or presentations

Grade : End of grade 12
Performance Standard A.12.1: Use common media and technology terminology and equipment
•

identify and define basic on-line and telecommunications terminology or concepts (e.g.,
bandwidth, satellite dish, distance learning, desktop conferencing, listserv, downlink,
teleconference, virtual reality)

•

demonstrate proper keyboarding mechanics and touch type accurately (suggested range 30-35
wpm)

•

use a camcorder, VCR, multimedia computer, or editing equipment to produce a short video
program

•

identify common graphic, video, and sound file formats (e.g., JPEG, GIF, MPEG,
QUICKTIME, WAV)
%

•

use desktop or video conferencing equipment and systems

Performance Standard A.12.2: Identify and use common media formats
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•

identify examples of agents, expert systems, or artificial intelligence (e.g., search engine,
grammar checker, voice recognition, translators)

•

describe the common organizational patterns in different types of print media

•

identify and explain the use of common microforms

•

demonstrate how to import and export text, graphic, and sound files

•

distinguish between an individual productivity program and an integrated software program or
applications suite

•

edit, import, and export movie or video files

Performance Standard A.12.3: Use a computer and productivity software to organize and create

information
•

explain terminology and concepts connected with integrated software or an applications suite
(e.g., tool palette, bulleted or numbered lists, macros, auto- correct, find-and-replace,
stylesheets)

•

use an integrated program or applications suite to complete a class assignment

•

proofread and edit a document using the spell, thesaurus, and grammar checking functions of a
word processing program

•

manipulate graphics objects in a word processing program (e.g., select, move, modify, delete,
duplicate, arrange)

•

use desktop publishing and graphics software to produce page layouts in different formats (e.g.,
brochure, tri-fold, newsletter)

•

analyze data from a database and present conclusions in a document or report

•

construct a spreadsheet, enter data into cells, use mathematical functions to manipulate/process
data, generate a chart or graph, and interpret the results

•

use a computer and graphical organizer software to generate modifiable flow charts, project
time lines, organizational charts, or calendars

Performance Standard A. 12.4: Use a computer and communications software to access and transmit

information
•

choose most appropriate search engines and directories to locate specific resources on the
Internet or other on-line services

•

distinguish between "pull" and "push" or "broadcast" methods of acquiring information from an
on-line source

•

employ FTP (file transfer protocol) to retrieve and download computer files from a remote
computer

•

use desktop conferencing, e-mail, or groupware to communicate with others regarding
assignments or class projects

•

establish access to primary sources and other experts for class reports or projects
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•

participate in an on-line discussion group or listserv appropriate to a content area

•

gather and organize statistical or survey data using e-mail, listservs, or on-line news or
discussion groups

Performance Standard A.12.5: Use media and technology to create and present information

•

use draw, paint, graphics, or presentation software to visually communicate ideas or concepts

•

produce a multimedia program using text, graphics, moving images, and sound

•

develop a document or file for inclusion into a website or web page

•

participate in a desktop conferencing session to present and share information with others

Performance Standard A.12.6: Evaluate the use of media and technology in a production or

presentation
•

assess the purpose and effectiveness of a production or presentation

•

evaluate the appropriateness and effectiveness of the media and technology used

•

determine criteria forjudging the delivery, pacing, focus, and technical quality of the production
or presentation

•

judge how well the production or presentation meets specified criteria

•

specify ways to improve future productions or presentations

ELA Standard E (Media and Technology)
E. MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY
Content Standard
Students in Wisconsin will use media and technology critically and creatively to obtain, organize, prepare
and share information; to influence and persuade; and to entertain and be entertained.
Rationale
In a technological world in which thought is increasingly dominated by media, such as newspapers,
magazines, radio, television, movies, computer software, and electronic networks, students need to
understand the impact of media on daily life. To use media effectively students must be able to evaluate
information and match the information with the appropriate medium for a specific audience. In order to
do this, they must recognize how communication changes from one medium to another.

•

ELA Standard E Grade 4

•

ELA Standard E Grade 8

•

ELA Standard E Grade 12
FOURTH GRADE

Performance Standards
By the end of grade four, students will:
E.4.1 Use computers to acquire, organize, analyze, and communicate information.
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•

operate common computer hardware and software

•

Use basic word-processing, graphics, and drawing programs

•

Create, store, and retrieve electronic files

•

Access information using electronic reference resources, such as library catalog, encyclopedias,
almanacs, and indexes

•

Generate, send, and retrieve electronic messages

E.4.2 Make informed judgments about media and products.
•

Identify the intent or appeal behind products and messages promoted via media

•

Recognize basic propaganda techniques

•

Identify images and symbols central to particular messages

E.4.3 Create products appropriate to audience and purpose.
•

Write news articles appropriate for familiar media

•

Create simple advertising messages and graphics appropriate for familiar media

•

Prepare, perform, and tape simple radio and television scripts

•

Prepare and perform school announcements and program scripts

E.4.4 Demonstrate a working knowledge of media production and distribution.
•

Make distinctions between messages presented on radio, television, and in print

•

Recognize how messages are adjusted for different audiences

•

Identify sales approaches and techniques aimed at children

E.4.5 Analyze and edit media work as appropriate to audience and purpose.
•

Generate and edit media work as appropriate to audience and purpose, sequencing the
presentation effectively and adding or deleting information as necessary to achieve desired
effects

•

Provide feedback to (and receive it from) peers about the content, organization, and overall
effect of media work
EIGHTH GRADE

Performance Standards
By the end of grade eight, students will:

E.8.1 Use computers to acquire, organize, analyze, and communicate information.
•

Demonstrate efficient word-processing skills

•

Construct and use simple databases

•

Use manuals and on-screen help in connection with computer applications

•

Perform basic computer operations on various platforms

•

Collect information from various on-line sources, such as web pages, news groups, and listservs
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E.8.2 Make informed judgments about media and products.
•

Recognize common structural features found in print and broadcast advertising

•

Identify and explain the use of stereotypes and biases evident in various media

•

Compare the effect of particular symbols and images seen in various media

•

Develop criteria for selecting or avoiding specific broadcast programs and periodicals

E.8.3 Create media products appropriate to audience and purpose.
•

Write informational articles that target audiences of a variety of publications

•

Use desktop publishing to produce products such as brochures and newsletters designed for
particular organizations and audiences

•

Create video and audiotapes designed for particular audiences

E.8.4 Demonstrate a working knowledge of media production and distribution.
•

Plan a promotion or campaign that involves broadcast and print media production and
distribution

•

Analyze how messages may be affected by financial factors such as sponsorship

•

Identify advertising strategies and techniques aimed at teenagers

E.8.5 Analyze and edit media work as appropriate to audience and purpose.
•

Revise media productions by adding, deleting, and adjusting the sequence and arrangement of
information, images, or other content as necessary to improve focus, clarity, or effect

•

Develop criteria for comprehensive feedback on the quality of media work and use it during
production
TWELFTH GRADE

Performance Standards
By the end of grade twelve, students will:

E.12.1 Use computers to acquire, organize, analyze, and communicate information.
•

Design, format, and produce attractive word-processed documents for various purposes

•

Incorporate information from databases and spreadsheets into reports

•

Integrate graphics appropriately into reports, newsletters, and other documents

•

Retrieve and reproduce documents across various platforms

•

Use on-line sources to exchange information

E.12.2 Make informed judgments about media and products.
•

Develop and apply evaluative criteria of accuracy and point of view to broadcast news programs

•

Recognize and explain the impact of various media on daily life

•

Analyze the content and effect of subtle persuasive techniques used on-line and in broadcast
and print media
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Develop and apply criteria for evaluating broadcast programming
E.12.3 Create media products appropriate to audience and purpose.
•

Create multimedia presentations in connection with major projects, such as research reports or
exhibitions

•

Develop various media products to inform or entertain others in school or the community such
as slide shows, videos, newspapers, sound recordings, literary publications, and brochures

E.12.4 Demonstrate a working knowledge of media production and distribution.
•

Analyze the effect of media production techniques, such as music, camera angles, fade-outs,
and lighting, on different audiences

•

Evaluate the impact of various market factors on the effectiveness of media production and
distribution

•

Identify the impact of image and context on particular audiences receiving the same message

•

Develop and apply criteria for evaluating advertising campaigns for a variety of products, past
and present

E.12.5 Analyze and edit media work as appropriate to audience and purpose.
•

Develop and present criteria for evaluating a variety of media products

•

Evaluate audience feedback on the clarity, form, effectiveness, technical achievement and
aesthetic appeal of media work
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